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GLOSSARY 

OF TH3   TECHNICAL "'¿l-SK 

ADDITIVE   :   A material  ad'led   to the  slurry or  raw materiali", 
cither during  or after grinding,   nuch as grinding; aids or 
defloccula- tn. 

? 

AIR CLASSIFIER   :  An upright  apparatur which separatee  rou,"hly 
large and   rmall  materials  by Elowing down the   flow  of the 
transporting air. 

AUTOGENOUS  MILL  : Horisontaly rotating preliminary mill that 
grinds the  materials without employing balls. 

BENEFICIATION   :   Improvement  of the chemical or physical 
properties  of a raw material or intermediate product by the 
removal of undesirable componente  or impurities. 

CALORIE   :   A unit of heat  :   (1) the amount of heat required  to 
raise the temperature  of one gram of water 1 deg.  C.  in food 
and fuel values  (heat  consumption  in kiln)   :   (2)   the amount of 
heat required to raise the  temperature  of one kilogram of 
water 1 deg.  C.   (called a "large"  calorie, being 1000 times 
the "small" calorie). 

CAPACITY  :   (1)  Rated—The maximum production predicted from 
the equipment dimensions,  characteristics and performance. 
Annual rated capacity  of kilns and entire.plants usually 
determined as total production during best three continuous 
months,  divided by the number of days,  multiplied by 365. 
(2) Actual The annual production attainable under normal 
operating conditions,  usually about 90 percent of rated 
capacity. 

C1IHKER :  Fused product of a kiln which is ground with 
additives to make cement. 

COMHUfUTB  : To reduce to fine powder, pulverise,  triturate. 

./. 
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CONCRETE   :   Mixture of cedent with agrégate n  euch  ai;  nand, 
gravel,   crurhoi   ntone  rind   water. 

COUNTER HTRKúX HYr?!-]'?   :   Vortical arrangement  of nuccenr.ivi 
cyclones which   facili t... ten   the heat  exchange  between  the 
meal and  the  (-aces  flowing  in opponi te  direction. 

CRUSHER  :   Various typen   of apparatus   to reduce  the   size  of 
mate rials  for transport  purposes or for further grinding. 

CRUSHER HAMMER   :  Crusher  in which bars  or hammers  crash 
material  by  impact. 

CYC LO WE  :  Conical vessel  for separation of dust from gases 
by centrifugal action. 

EXPANSIVE CEMENT  : Special  type of cement exhibiting 
expanding  properties rather then shrinking ones as 
standard cements do. 

FLAKING (OF CEMENT)   :  Fj^giHny ie the  result of concentrated 
adhésion between individual cement particles. 

FLUO-SOLID REACTOR : Fluidized bed burning or driping 
apparatus used for the process of finely ground materials. 

FLY A3H :  Secondary product produced  in thermal power stations 
coaposed of SiO», A1_0_,   Fe^O,, CaO. 

ORATE COOLER : A horizontal type of clinker cooling apparatus 
awde of oscillating plates transporting clinker through 
which the cool air blows. 

,\~    MAT BXCHAJfQER  ! Equipment such as chains w^ßh facilitates 
'Y    tha transfer of heat fro« the gases to the load in a kiln 

or preheats r. 
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HOMOGENI"KR   :   Bin  or tank   in which  powders or raw meal are 
thoroughly mixed   and blended   by compressed air,   paddles 
or rakea. 

INTEGRATED PLA'IT   :  An  integrated  plant   is a plant where  the 
procese machinery  and equipments are grouped  in  such a way 
as  to  form a more  or less  continuous production  chain,  with 
the  intermediate  material  storage  facilities either kept 
to an absolute  minimum or eliminated altogether. 

KILN   :  Piece  of  equipment   in which the   raw mix   is dried, 
calcined and burned into clinker. 

MILL  : Piece  of equipment  in which raw materials are ground, 

MILL TOI VE  :  Several types  of apparatus  to rotate the  mill 
either by the mill axis or by a gearing system located 
around the mill. 

<L     MILL-LINERS   :  Heavy steel plattes mounted inside grinding 
?f     mille to protect mill shell against abrasion from load and 

charge. 

OIL VEIL CEMENT   :  Cement used under high pressure and 
temperature in sealing water and gas pockets during the 
drilling of oil wells. 

PBLLETIZATION  :   The operation of forming raw meal or cement 
into small balls or pellets used in analysers. 

PLANETARY COOLER  : Cooler consisting of a number of 
cylinders built around and paralled with the shell at the 
discharge end of a rotary kiln. 

POZZOLANE : Siliceous material which can chemically react 
with calcium hydroxide to form compounds having cementations 
properties. 
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REFRACTOR!:"' : Coating made of bricks or sometimes concrete, 
capable of resisting high temperature, to thermally insulate 
various apparatus. 

ROD MILL : Cylindrical mill in which the rrindinp; media 
consist of steel rods extending the full lenght of the mill. 

ROT) PER KILL : Combination of Rod and Ball Mill. Material 
is usually pre^round in rod compartment (1st compartment) 
fine grind it; done in secondary ball mill compartment (2). 

ROTARY PACKER : New type of cement packing apparatus enabling 
the rapid filling of cement into paper bags. 

SHALE : Mineral rock high in alumina, silica and iron oxide, 
used as argillaceous raw material. 

I  ! 

SIEVE : An apparatus with meshes through which the finer 
particles of a pulverized or granulated substance are passed 
to separate them from the coarser particles. 

SLAG : By -product from blast furnace iron and stell produc- 
tion- contains SiO?, Al-0 , FepO , CaO and can be used as 
argillaceous raw mfiterial^for cement, or additive in clinker 
to make blast furnace slag cement. 

SLURRY : Suspension of ground raw materials in water. 

SUSPENSION PREHEATER : See counter Bteam system. 

WASH MILL : Machine for disintegration of clay in water, 
consisting of a set of harrows, suspended from a spider, and 
dragging rapidly through a circular or hexagonal basin. 

WRAP AROUND MOTOR : New type of variable speed synchronous 
drive motor whose rotor is mounted directly over the kiln. 
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ABBREVIATION 

BTU =  British TV.crmul Unit 

°C = Degree  Centigrade 

CECA - Communauté ^urop enne du  Charbon et  de  l'Acier 

CIF - Cost,   Insurance,  Freight 

cm - Centimeters 

DM = German Mark  (Federal Republic) 

E.E.C. = European Economie Community 

EFTA = European Free  Trade Area 

P.   CFA = Francs  of  the  Communauté  Financière d'Afrique 

P.O.B. = Free on Board 

GNP     • = Gross National Product 

H.P. = Horse Power (736 Kw) 

I.E.E.E. = Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 

Kcal = Kilocalorie 

Kg = Kilogram 

Km = Kilometer 

Kw = Kilowatt 

Kwh = Kilowatt/hour 
Lbe = Pounds (450 gr. ) 

a -  meter 
m3 = cubic meter 
an - Millimeter 
OBEC » Organization for European Economic Co-operation 
OBCD = Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development 
t or T » metric ton (l'OOO kg) 

Ton - l'OOO kg 
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INTRODUCTION 

The  precent  report   ir  concerned with a  study of the 

cement   industry  and  eurveys  techno-econo.fr:i c  characteristics 

of this   industry,   specifically  in  relation   to developing 

countries. 

This  study is based  on practical experience  in 
operating cement  plants of various  sizes,  and engineering 

studies regarding the conception and  installation of cement 

plants both in developed and  in developing countries. 

Pertinent information has also boen gathered  from 

published data and statistical reports released by organi- 

sation such as  the United Nations,   the Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development and CEMBUREAU. 

The purpose of the study is two-fold   : 

a) To analysp the state-of-the-art  in cement technology to 

detect the trends which have emerged during the last 

decade and to determine the probable consequences, 

economic as will as financial of the future of the cement 

Industry for the developirs countries. 

b) To produce a world wide concise picture of the present 

cement industry with emphasis on the developing countries. 

Part I describes the techno-eeonomic characteristics 

of the Industry In the light of recent developments and 

experiences. 

./. 
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Chapter I deals with the central characteristic:.: 

of the cement industry and briefly describes the wet and 

dry processer which are the systems mostly used throughout 

the world. 

Charter TT deals with the determinante of cervnt 

consumption. The volume and activity of the construction 

industry as well an the state of the technology are paramount 

in determining the cement consumption. Other factors 

influencing the current consumption in the developing 

countries are : 

- the coet and availability of cement 

- the^number of building contractors and qualified workmen 

- the size and movement of the populations and last but not 

least the state of the national economy. 

It can be maintained that there is a definite 

relationship between the ONP of a country and its cement 

conruflip4ion. Some of the methods to forecast the cement 

consumption are also reviewed in this chapter. 

Chanter IIj deals with the economics of the cement 

industry, it presents a brief review of the required capital 

investment, the inputs of tl:e cement industry, the economies   , 

of scale and the breakeven point of cement plants under      ! 

various conditions. It demonstrates that larger plants are less' 

costly per ton of installed annual capacity and more efficient 

to operate than smaller ones. 

Chanter IV deals with cement plants of different 

sisas for markets of various sizes. 

• A 
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It analyses the possibilities existing for the 

manufacturing of clinker an! cement in particular countries 

or on a multinational barar;. 

H 

Part  17   describee  in some  detail  the  different 

aspects of the recent development  of the cement technology. 

Chapter I  deals briefly with the types of  cement 

and their chemistry,   the methods of processing the raw 
materials and  the   finished products.   It describes technical 

development of precesses and handling methods.   It also 

includes a general geological map showing the limestone 

ressources in the world. 

Finaly it describes the consequences of automation 

and plant integration on the conception and operation of 

cement plants. 

Chapter II deals with the impact of the cement 
industry recent developments on developing countries,  the 

difficulties faced by these countries in term of manpower, 

transports and personnel training. 

Chapter III describes the problems which might arise 

if the current trend in technological development is 

maintained.  It makes some predictions as to how the cement 

plants of the future may look;  its size, the type of process 

likely to be chosen, and the operational problema that will 

be caused by full integration and automation. 

./. 
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Part   111   dr-ncriìor   the cement   produc* ion  and 

conr-urr.pt ion   thro ¡rhr<it   the world  ar.d   tho   trade   arr.on,-*  co i-.trio:-, 

Chapter  T   contains! estimation."   of  tho  world 

production íúnce  1913.   It  point  out  that   the  ¿growth  rate of 

cement  production does  not  follow an   identical   pattern in 

the  old   industrialized  countries,   in the  newly  developed 

countries,  and   in  the developing countries.   It  gi^es  nome 

detail  regarding  the  major cement  producing countries and 

describes the  structure of the cement  industry  in these 

countries and  the types  of cement produced. 
i 

Chanter II concent l'aies on statistics concerning 

the cement production of the developing countries, for      • 

Africa, Asia, Latin America and South America. A brief review 

1B made of the state of the cement industry in the various   j 

countries of these areas. 

Chapter III deals with the cement consumption on a 

worldwide basis, its variation from one country to another 

and the expected future consumption. The consequences of 

this trend are analysed. 

Chapter IV describes the trend of international 

trade, the share of the developed and the developing countries 

for clinker and cement. The moveaents of cement trade from 

the exporting to the importing countries are reviewed. 

It contain» conclusion« as to the development of 

the future international cement trade with regard to the 

predictable trenda in oeaent production and consumption in 

the developed and in the developing countries. 

r 
t 
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PART I 
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CHATTER       I 

GENERAL CHARACTER:"TTC3 

SECTION  1     -    GENERAL REMARKS 

The cement  industry  can be  characterized as a 

heavy industry,  manufacturing a bulky and  low priced product 

from raw materials available  in most parts  of the world. 

The production process  is a relatively simple but highly 

mechanized  one and depends upon large  sizr  machinery consuming 

considerable amounts of  electrical energy and fuel. 

Together with  steel,  aluminium,   chemical products, 
tU. , 

plastics,   paper,art cement must be considered as one of the 

major industrial commodities of this age.  Being universally 

used  in all typea of building and engineering works, cement 

plays an important role  in every country's  economy. 

Demand for cement  is constantly  increasing; the 

following table shows the development  of the world cement 

production since 1920  : 

Table 1  : World cement production 

1920 32,000'000 t 

1930 73'400'000 t 

1936 86'7OO'O00 t 

1950 131'400'000 t 

1960 315'0OO,000 t 

1970 570'000'OCO t  (estiaation) 

Source : Cambureau* 

* World Caaant market in figuro« 
1913-1966. 

./. #• 
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Oli a  "per capita"  barn:;,   the world   consumption   rone 

from  24  k£   in  19?0  to approximately  15 5 kf;   Lr.   1970. 

As a  rule,  cement  ie   connuü.me i  within a  relatively 

small radiurj   from   the  location  where   it  iE  produced.   This 

is mainly due  to  its relatively  low market value  compared 

with   the  cost  of  transportation;   consequently  the volume  of 

international  trade  is  relatively small and  at  present 

accounts for only Af° of the world production. 

SECTION 2    - TECHNOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS   OF THE CEMENT 
INDUSTRY 

1 - What is Portland Cement ? 

Portland Cement is a grey powder primarily made 

of calculated proportions of lime, alumina,  silica and iron. 

It cannot be utilized as such;   in order to obtain what is 

generally known as "concrete",   it has to be mixed with 

aggregates  such as sand,  gravel,  crushed stone and water. 

During the hardening process,   the cement acts, as a binder 

between the aggregates and reinforcing structures such as iron 

bars, wire mesh,  etc. 

The most commonly manufactured type of cement is 

the multiple purpose Standard Grey Portland Cement, which 

represente about 90^ of the world production. 

Slight changes in the proportions of the composing 

tlenente or differences in fineness result in cemente with 

special properties  : sulfate resisting cements, low heat of 

\^  hydration cement, white cement, high early strenght cements, 

•to. 
./. 
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In  order  to increase   production capacity  without 

expanding the   kiln  capacity  of a   plant,  European  manufactur- 
ers      often grind  cement clinker   together with  steel   furnace 

slacs,   cinders,   fly ash or popolanic materials.   Due   to 

their hifh  sulphate   resistance,   these  special types   of 

cement  are particularly suited   for foundation and   seaside 
works. 

In  order to satisfy  the  requirement of deep well 
conditions,   the oil  industry uses  special, so called   "oil 
well cements". 

An aluminious cement   (40$ alumina) developed by 

an European manufacturer possesses some very special 
properties. 

In developed as well as in a growing number of 

developing countries,  the chemical and physical properties 
of the various  types of cement are subject to official or 

eemi-official  standards, which are  recognized both by  cement 
manufacturers and users. 

2 - The process of manufacturing Portland Cement 

The manufacturing of cement consiste principally 
in mixing finely ground raw materiale and additives 

(limestone, marls,  clay, shales,  slags, iron ore,  bauxite, 

Bilica,  sand)  and in clinkerizing this dry or wet mixture in 

rotary kilnB at temperature of up to 1*450°C. After cooling, 

1) Cembureau - The European Cement Association has published 
in 1968 a booklet "Cement Standards of the World" which 
reviews the standards issued by 44 countries. 

i      i 
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the  fused   -•tcrial,   CM lied clinker,    ic  ground nrnin tor°t:'T 

with a certain  percentage of gypr.um   to  a   finenenn  of '-^^ 

to  90$ passing  a   sieve   with ?00 openir.gn   per rquaro   inch. 

The  resulting finished  product   in  cement. 

Two  principal processes  are  presently used  to 

make Portland Cement.   They differ mainly   in the way  the   raw 
materials  are ground   and mixed  before   being introduced   into 

the kiln. 

In the wet  process., the  raw materials are ground 

together with water resulting in a  slurry with a moisture 

content of between 30  to 40#. Easy  to  blend    and homogenize, 

this slurry is  introduced in long slightly  inclined rotary 

kilns. Advancing by  the rotating action of the kiln,  the 
raw material passes  into the lower and hotter zones (burning 

zone) of the kiln,  where it is clinkerized at temperatures 

of up to 1M50°C. 

Until    approximately 15 years ago, the wet 

process waa almost univemlly used.   Replacing the original 

shaft kiln operations,  its introduction made it possible  to 

producs,   in a more continuous w»y,   large quantities of 

cement of higher and more rsgular quality. 

Because of the short supply of wattr and tha high 

cost "of* fusi iff many countriss, it bacarne necessary to dfvelop,! 

aore economical solutions. 

In the drv proeiss. the raw materials are dried, 

ground and hoao«eniS6ed btfort bein#l fed into *»• rotary 
kiln system, either in ths form of raw maal or as a nodulieed 

material (Lepol process). 

«• 
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Rotary  kilnn  cervine  for T'ry procenn  clinkeri:',ation 
are either  of  the  lone arri  large diameter type  as  used   in 
the wet  process  (opération or of  the heat exchanger  type, 

which connistn  of a combination  of a  cyclone  suspension 
preheater and  a  relatively short  rotary kiln. 

Not very long ago,   the debate between dry process 
and wet process was Etili going strong.    While  the  dry 

process offers      lower fuel costs,   the wet process has the 

advantage  of easier handling and blending of  the  ground 

raw mix. 

Through the availability of better dry blending 

and handling techniques,  the advantages attributed  to the 

wet process have been minimized  in favor oí  the dry system. 1) 

The main disadvantage of the dry process suspension 

preheater operation is its sensitivity to raw materials with 

high alkali,  chloride,   sulphate and  carbon contents. 

Aa indicated in the  following Table 2,   the dry 

process is getting more and more popular, especially in 

lu rope. 

1) P.I. Mcllta "Trend« in Technology of Cedent Manufacture* 
Bock Producta, March, 1970. 
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Table   2   :  Types of  kilns   installed  in  the European countries 
members  of  the  OKCD  (Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and  Development) 

Number of new rotary kilns installed in 
new and existing plants 

Wet process Dry process Total 

1959 

I960 

1968 

1969 

11 

10 

4 

1 

16 

17 

23 

15 

27 

27 

27 

16 

Source : The Cement Industry in Europe I960 
The Cement Industry 1969 
(OECD - 2 rue André Pascal - Paria I6ème) 

Mainly due to some earlier negative experiences, 
the lower        fuel cost and the generally higher alkali 

contents in the cement raw materials,   in many parts of the 

country, North American cement manufacturers have been 

reluctant to install dry process  suspension preheater kilns. 

According to data from the OECD,   out of 16 new kilns installed 

in the U.S.A.  during 1968 and 1969» eleven of them were still 
of the wet process type. 

3 - Other cement making processes 

Por the purpose of further improving product 

quality and in order to reduce capital investments, 

experiments vith new types of clinkerization systems have 

been under way for many years. 

•A 
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Materials with chemical  compositions and  properties 

similar  to  those  of the  classical  cement  raw materiale,   are 

available  in the  form  of by-products  from  the  chemical 

industries.  This has  lead  to   the  construction of combined 

chemical  and  cement plants  in  the United Kingdom,   in South 

America and in some Eastern European countries.   Despite 

all  these new developments,   the basic principles  of manufac- 

turing cement are nevertheless  the  same as almost  fifty 

years ago and no drastic changes are likely to be expected 

for a number of years. 

•k 

4 -' 
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C H A P T E R  II 

THE DETERMINANT;! OF CEMt::iT COUoUI-TTIOII 

Before inverting in a new cement plant or 

expanding an existing one, it is important to analyse the 

size of the future market which it will serve. 

It takes about three years between the time an 

investment decision has been taken and the time a cement 

plant is actually in operation. Therefore sales forecasts 

are to be established well in advance of the first delivery 

date pt  cement from the contemplated plant. 

Cement requirements vary widely from one country 

to another; table 3 indicates the per capita consumption of 

cement in a number of countries in 1969. 

Past history and statistics, if and where avail- 

able, should not be used as the only indicators of future 

trends in the market; cement consumptions are influenced by 

a number of reasons which, if known, may form the basis for 

a realistic approach towards a cement industry development 

program. 

The most significant of the determinants of 

cement consumption are reviewed hereafter; indications are 

also given how to arrive at more or less accurate forecasts 

of cement consumption in a given market area. 

• A 
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Table 3   •"  Cement  consumption per capita  in various 
countries in 1969 -  in ki.logra.-unes. 

i 

EUROPE AFRICA AMERICA 

Miglia «5 Horth Africa 89 U.S.A. 344 

Oenaark m Sudan 10 laxico 140 

Finland 353 Ethiopia 6 Nicaragua 58 

Franca 535 •alagasy Rap. 21 Jaaaica 166 

1. Garaany 583 lazaablqua 73 lartlnlqu« 299 

E. Garaany 432 Rap. of Sin. Africa 259 Cuba IM 

firaaca MI Htgarla 11 Haiti 13 

Italy 591 Sanagli 52 Vanazuala 229 

•ara ay 312 Ivory Coast •5 Iraxll 91 

Partirai 209 Tage 47 Argentina 194 

Spil«. 490 Chad 4 Chi la 142 

SaHiarlana1 726 Canoa (Paaala Rap) 102 Pary 75 

U.K. 31« Caaaroun II Calaabta 105 

Yugoslavia 235 

271 

301 

Ubarla 17 
ASIA 

Syria 111 

353 

y.s.s.R. 364 Yaa»n 

K«Mtt 

Ira, 

Iran 

Mia 

Pakistan 

Thalia*«' 

Laat 

lai IM 

OŒMtl 

Jàaa traili 

20 

2.132 

114 

M 

25 

31 

II 

17 

447 

IH 

IM 

Swra : Cuiaria» « • Stallatica] Itvl« I9N/19M 

»it è 'r 
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SECTION 1     -    CAUSES  AFFECT IT',  ClttTST  C^lVr-'] T ' O'I 

1  -  The volune  nnd ncMvity  of  t. h o  conr4ruction   ir. hr-tr;/ 

Cernent  is almost  exclusively  consumed  by the 

construction industry in the  form of  concret«  or Tartar. 

The  activity of  the  industry,   therefore,   in very closely 

related to  the volume of cement consumption. 

In its report  "The Cement  Industry  1969", p.   10, 

the  OECD presenta a comparison between the  increase in 

investments in construction and  in the consumption of cement, 

This comparison is reproduced  below   (in a different form, 

but figures are unchanged)   : 

./. 

,     ,;, 
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Inerente     in   investments  in constriction and   in the 
eetirr.nt pel   ccr.P'jT.rtion  of cerrent.   

f> change 

1.  Estirante!   cost   of 
cono tract ion started 

?..  Estimnte 1   consumption 
of cement 

France 
1. Index  of conctraction 

2. Estimated   consumption 
of cement 

¡Mil 
1. Estimated cost of 

construction started 
2. Estimated consumption 

of cement 

• » 

United Kingdom 

1. Estimated cost of 
construction started 

2. Estimated consumption 
of cement 

Canada 

1. Estimated cost of 
construction started 

2. Estimated consumption 
of cement 

United States 
1. Estimated cost of 

construction started 

2. Estimated consumption 
of cement 

Japan 
1. Estimated cost of 

eons tract ion started 

2. Estimated consumati on 
of ©•••nt   

967/1966 lV.f/i-yv V)f/*/l[H>. 

• 1,1 

• 17,5 

• 17,9 

• 5,4 

• 9,4 

- 11,7 

• 6,5 

• 3,2 

• 55,1 

• 11,9 

• 44,4 

• 13,1 

-    5,1 

• 2,1 

• 17,4 

• 7,8 

• 17,1 

• 7,0 

• 26,9 

• 12,8 

- 10,0 •• 4,0 - 10,0 

- 10,0 + 6,0 •    4,9 

•    3,2 - 0,8 •    5,4 

•    5,9 • 3.« •    8,6 

- 51,6 

(•    6,0) 

• 1,1 

- 3,6 

• 2,5 

- 10,7 

• 8,4 

4   0,6 

• 24,5 

(•   8,0) 

rtki^i ^briái 
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Keeping in mind   that   the period  duriAf, which   the 

cost  of  constriction   is   initiated   d"er, not   exactly  coincide 

with actual   consumption  of cer.ent,   thn above i;et   of fijaren 

show  that   the  trend  between  the  two   ic  "generally  similar". 

Information regard in/: the consumption of ce.T.ent 

by the main sectors of the conn tract ion industry is very 

scarce  and  hard  to  come   by. 

Most of  the  time,  cement  is  not  directly  sold   to 

the eventual users  but   to building supplies dealers,  concrete 

products  or ready mixed  concrete manufacturers.   (See Table 5). 

Table 5   :  Diotribution of cement  sales. 

Fwtwt (f tttal                                 rrmct'                 U\U*r)»4                  U.S.A.J 

(i%/)                 l law)                  UftU 

MUtn« tuppllts 
Mm                                                 IS                          11,1                           1,4 

MUtiif fniruitrt                              IS                          )l,|                           4,5 

Uiwrtt* fnétti 
MMfactirwf                                       11                          M                         IM 

htèi ttM4 CMwrtit 
tmmtmiwnrt                                     ?                       M,)                       St,S 

IMr*-«l«ctrU urkt                              -                          1,7                           - 

M#MM u«trac tot                                                                                        M,4 

HMMMIMA^A«    ^MMM*M> 1 *| 

Mtfei««Ma»«M                                                                                        4^2 
«—                  —~                  .   • 

NI                      NM                      NM 
am»                                «MM 

tora« i 1. Citarti lafarp - Hrt» • AMWAI mart HR 
t. %!**«** . Marti . tamal raaart NM 
J. Mara Caecrtta - tank IM 

1»   »Ì! 
: i 
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Survoyr. finie   by  speciali'/M   firnir,  T.anuf n c'ire rr ' 

at;ooc iation." rtnd ¿'overnrrental agencies   in Nor"* h  borici  ani 

in Europe present  more   or  IPSE accurate  cat i "inter,  of   the 
distribution  of cement  consumption by  the various   net ml unerr 

in  the  developed  countries. 

Table 6 shows   the results of some  of these 

surveys. 

It  is interesting to note that the housing sector 

la the largest customer of the cement  industry. 

The pattern of  cement consumption prevailing in 

the developing countries   is very different from the  one in 

north America or in Europe   :  the share  of housing  iß less 

significant.   This share,  however,  is due to increase as a 
r«sult of the development   of their respective economies and 

the wealth of their population. 

./. 

 - -*- -^ 
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Table 6   :  Cement   industry er.d use markets  In various 

countries. 

P«rc«ntagt of total us« franc« Swdtn 
United3 

Kingdot 
U.S.*.* India5 

Housing 351 521 2?f 20f 301 

Industrial and coMtr- 
clal Ml 15 1 9f 19 S 13 1 

Aajrf cui turai - - - - (Of 

Mile buildings MS - - 15 f 25 I 

Otbar buildings - 10 f tel - - 

Public Industrial 71 - - - - 

Fuelle aarks - - - 33 1 - 

tunicIMI »ubile aarki 
aMHraMttrtatlen • f 15 S . . . 

lato, btabaays, brltos - 71 - - 

imi and «ntraj - 51 - If 

Ctncrtt« «radueti - 211 - - 

lai a tenant * and rtaatrs ?lf • - - 

talldtna wool l«s daalart 

• f 

Mil 100 1 

»I 
III 

IttOf 

13 1 

100 1 

If 

100 f 

t ). Ctonia Ufarfa • Parti • Annual raaart IM7 

I. Ctonia ti Cbaui - Syndicat lailán«)   4at Fabricants da cnwi ai e Inani • Parli- 

1. Samy af tbt Irltlih Cantnt Intotry by Haar« I Ca., Laitot, motad by Ctouriw 
II to« lattar U/lfM. Mf. CDU ISt.M (410) 

4. toi rVttota - larck ItM - «tat Hat In atoa far iba carnnt Into try la (NO, 

5. Ctonia ti Ctoni - ta. eli. Iti IMI 

./. 
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2   - The  technology  of  the  construe* - on   Industry 

Cement  consumption  is largely determined  by  the 

technology of  the  construction  industry and   the development 

of  the application of  concrete and  concrete  products.   The 

Btate of the  building  technology and   the  local architectural 

traditions will greatly  influence  the use  of  certain building 
materials. 

In the developed countries,   there exists a strong 
competition among the many building materials which are 

offered on the market   :   cement and cement products,  plaster, 

steel, wood, aluminium,  glass,  plastics.      According to 

areas*and circumstances,   the quantity of cement which is 

used for the same volume of construction,  may vary consider- 
ably. 

Technological developments are responsible for 

important advances in the cement consumption. They 

continuously open new fields to the application of concrete  : 

large quantities of factory build concrete elements 

(especially in Europe and in USSR),  prestressed concrete 

elements, lightweight concrete, ready mixed concrete 

delivered by special trucks to the job sites, etc. 

1) See "Aspects of competition between steel and other 
materials" United Nations - ST/ECE/STEEL 17. 

./. 
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As a whole,   ani   this  appi i er,  especially   to 

developing  countries,   the more   the  conotruel ton   industry 

advances  technolrricnlly,   the  more  cedent will  be   conr¿rr.ed. 

i 

li .*• 

3 -  The  cost and   availnhili*y   of  recent 

The cost   of cement  sometimes  reachoB  such  levels 

as  to discourage   the  prospective users.  In come   land-locked 

countries  of Central Africa,   cement   is Bold  for as much as 

60  to 80 dollars  per ton.  This  cost   increase?'  considerably 

the  cost  of construction and  the use   of cement   is  consequently 

kept  to a minimum;   badly needed dwellings and  social 

structures are often not built. 

Further more,   if a country haß to depend upon 

imported cement,  delays in transportation and difficulties 

in dock side rehandling often create  periodic shortages, 

which may be further accentuated because of the  lack of 

local means of transportation. 

It must clearly be recognized that cost and 

availability are  two major determinants for the  consumption 

of cement in developing countries. 

./. 
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4   - The   *n"; i labili *y   -f well  erùv.r'H   t-;:li Irl- 
and   of   r'r' ; !!•.• 1   « ••!•••.- »'; 
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This   in normally   not  ri  problem   in develope-i 

countries,   although   no":e   of   thon -lepeni   or, a  lrirfe  c>r.t ir;.*<">r.oy 

of  foreign workers  (Twi t.zerlaii'l)   in  order to keen their 

construction   industry ^oin£. 

The  proper use  of cement   requires  the availability 

of building contractors who are equippeJ  to handle  the volume 

of construction at hand  and   of workers who are   sufficiently 

skilled  in the use and application  of concrete   and mortar. 

The first  problem may be  solved in making  it 

attractive to local or foreign firms  (credit  facilities, 

loans,  reduced import duties on equipment) to  engage   in the 

contracting business;   the  establishment  of state-owned 

building companies is another possibility which helps  to 

animate  the building construction industry. 

The second problem must be resolved  with the 

training of personnel.  Because of the advantage  it would 

bring to cement manufacturers and building contractors in 

developing countries,   it should actually be their responsibil- 

ity     to train the people who will use and work their product. 

5  - The general state of the economy  ;  the growth of the 
Q.M.P.   (Grose National Product)  and of its   components 

All the determinants of the cement  consumption 

which have been examined above are »ore or less related to 

the general state of the economy.  It can therefore be said 

that favorable or adverse condition« affecting the growth of 

the Groas lational Product  (0ÎIP) of a oountry will similarly 

affect the consumption of oeaent. 

./. 
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Expert r and   economists  have   tried  to   research  the 

"elasticity"  which  exicts  between  these  two values       or 

between   the  ¿r^r^  Formation  of Fixed  Capital and   the   cedent 

consumption. 

The  0.F..C.P.   publishes  each year a ^mph  showing 

the relation which exists  in the C.K.C.D.   countries  between 

the  Industrial  Production   Index and   the Cement  Production 

Index. 

Most of the developing countries have elaborated 

Bocial and economic development plans which fix  the expected 

rate of growth of the G.N.P.,  the directions to be given to 

the agricultural production,  the degree of industrialization 

to be reached,  etc. 

Followed,   or not,  these development plans are the 

main determinant of the potential cement consumption in 

these countries. 

6 - The population 

All other conditions being equal in two different 

countries, the one with the larger population will normally 

consume more cement.  It seems obvious that the more populous 

country needs more houses, more schools, more industrial, 

social and administrative buildings and consequently more 

cement. 

1) See  i OECD - The Cement Industry in Burope - I960 - Annex : 
Forecasts of cement consumption in 1965 and also "Les 
investissements dans l'industrie des chaux et ciments" 
Université de Paris - 1965 - by J. Raynaud - p. 90 and 
following. 

./. 
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It   should  he  added   that   the  mover.er.tr; and   'he   are 

of  the  popula ti-in  have  a  great   influence   iron   the   consumption 

of cement. 

ThiE  iE   particularly  felt   in these  develop i r.;- 

eountrics where  the  rate  of urbanization  i E  prog rerr>ir..T at 

a faster and   faster  rate.   In Touth America,   In Africa,   in 

Asia,   millions  of  people are leaving their horr.es  each year, 

to settle  in  cities  located on  the  coast or  in  the  capital 

city  of their country.   These people have to  be housed  and 

cared  for. 

Countries with a large number of young people 

(who  today are getting married much sooner than in the past) 

can expect  to Bee  the demand for cement rise very fact as 

these young people get married and desire to build homes  of 

their own. 

81CTI0W ?    -    ESTIMATING  FJTTRB CEMENT CONSUMPTION 

This review of the determinante of the cement 

consumption gives an idea ai to how the problem of cement 

market forecasting may be tackled. 

Many methods can be used, but each one of them 

should only be considered as en approximate approach to the 

problem. 

The estimations should be based on required or 

available data.    The results should be compared carefully» 

all things being considered equally, it is suggested to 

retain the two moat likely forecasts and to consider one of 

them ai the "high" and the other one as the "low" estimate. 
It can be assumed that the future cement consumption will 

probably be found between the two figures. 
./. 
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The mont ired forecasting "Methode in the cement 

industry 'ire bared on : 

- projections from past trendu 

- international comparisons 

- analysis  of predictable evolution  of  the determinants 
of cement  consumption 

- analysis of the future needs of  the end users. 

1 - Projections from pflst trends 

The simplest way to make an estimate  of the 
cement consumption is to suppose that it will follow the same 
trend as in the past. 

"If the past growth has been steady and if the 
conditions that determine this growth may 
reasonnably be expected  to persist  in the 
future, a trend curve may be projected over 
five to ten years into  the future as a 
preliminary forecast".   1) 

These curves should be interpreted with great 

prudence as they do not take into account changes which, 

especially in the developing countries,  are able  to result 

from actions taken by these countries to get out of their 

underdeveloped situation. 

1) From "Butinera and economic statistics" by William A. 
8purr, Lester S. Kellog, John H.  Smith - 1961 - Richard D. 
Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois - Chapter 18 - Secular 
trend - Graphic and mathematical methods of fitting a 
trend curve art alto dttoribtd and explained. 

./. 
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On the other barri, cement consumption in th< 

developing countries is usually very small and is very 

sensitive to local variations of ^reat magnitude. 

2  -  International comparisons 

International or regional comparisons of cement 

consumption in areas of oimilar economical and ^eofraphical 

structures may give some interestingclues as to the direction 

the cement consumption will take in a given country. 

ThiB may take the form of a comparison of the 

cement consumption and of the GNP per inhabitant, as shown 

below'for son« African countries : 

1) For instane«, th« building of a bridge or of a dam may 
represent half tha normal cament consumption of a country 
during aeveral years, './hen the job is completed, cement 
ooneumption will drop considerably. 

./. 
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Table 7 : Comparison of cer.er.t consumption and r;!îî' in African 
countries - per capita - in 1969. 

V 
1 

r 
vT 

Senegal 

Cement 
in kgs 

conrurr.pt 
per capi 
(1969) 

ion 
ta 

GUI' por capita 
in US '/     1) 

52 170 

Gambia 48 100 

Guinea 10 90 

Sierra Leone 20 150 

Liberia 87 210 

Ivory Coast 85 260 

Kali 23 90 

Upper Volta 7 50 

Chad 4 60 

Togo 47 100 

Dahomey 30 80 

Ghana 53 170 

Nigeria 11 70 

Cameroun 18 140 

Gabon 89 310 

A country in the US $ 60-100 range may not expect 

to exceed a cement consumption per capita of 10 to 50 lege; 

iti total cement consumption   will only follow the 
Increase of its population if its GNP per capita does not 
vary« Should an improvement in its economy become actual 

and bring its GNP per capita to the US % 200.— level or 

cV)  over (following the discovery of mineral ressources or a rise 
of the world prices of its produces), this country could 

expect to see its cement consumption per capita reach that of 

the countries (in the oaae area) with a similar GNP,  i.e. 

more than 80 kilogs p«r inhabitant. 

1) Fresi "L'Express" - Weekly magasine - Paris - 
1-7 February 1971 - p. 27. 

./. 
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If on   the  other end,   the trend of the  population 
i 

growth  is  known,   it   is possible  to obtain a reasonnable i 
forecast. I 

i 

Cement consumption forecasts on the basis of      I 
i 

international data have recently been made in comparing      ! 

the "cumulated cement consumption" per capita of various 

countries . The idea behind this method is that cement       | 

should not be considered as a consummable good but as a durable 

good.   This explains that in industrialized countries,     j 

having used large quantities of cement for long periods of time, 

the cement consumption per capita is relatively steady (as in 

the USA, Canada, United Kingdom). On the other hand, countries 

with no past history of large cement consumption raay continue 

to hit high levels of consumption during many years to come 

B6 long as their "cumulated cement consumption" is not equal 

to that of the other countries. 

The following examples are taken from a paper by 

Mr. Miguel Andia, Secretary of OFICEKSN (Association of the 

cement manufacturers of Spain) published by "Cemento- 

Hormigon" (see foot note): 

1) See "Cemento - Hormigón" - Barcelona - May 1970 - No 434 
"Cemento acumulado per capita" y "Cemento consumido por 
dolar de renta" en los paises europeos y en USA" ba 
Mr. Miguel Andia - Secretary of OPICEMEN. 

.A 

Í 
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Table 8   :   Cumulated  cement consumption  per capita, 

USA 

Cerne 
per 

nt 
cap 

connu.T. 
i ta in 

k£8 

p t i on 
1969 

Cumulated   cerner, t 
concurr.pt i or;  per 
capitf,  - 
1920-1967  -  k.;r 

7'900 342 

United Kingdom 310 6M70 

Spain 499 5*210 

E.  and W.  Germany 532 8»710 

Prance 534 7'590 

Italy 584 7» 270 

Greece 484 4'610 

Thee« figures may lead to the  conclusion that, 

in spite of their present high level  of cement consumption, 

countries as Greece and Spain may expect to see their cement 

market continue to grow while others like Germany, France, 

Italy,  or the USA are likely to see their cement consumption 

level off. 

3 - Determinante of cement  consumption 

If the future variations of the principal 
determinants of cement consumption may be forecast with some 

occuracy, it is possible to obtain reasonnable estimates of 

the future cement consumption : 

./. 
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a) In it si report "The Cement Induntry in Europe - l?€r>", 

the OEEC  made a study in order to "find a connection 

between the treni of the nierai economy ar.d the demand 

for cemont. It was found that such connection^ exist 

-although it may r.ot te the same in all cour.* rier>- and 

that, for the period 1950-1959, it can be expressed, for 

Member countries as a whole, as an almost constant ratio 

between the annual increase in the ¿NP, and in cement 

consumption, this ratio corresponding to an elrnticity 

rate of 1,81". 

Working under this assumption the OEEC experts 

forecast, in I960, a cement consumption of 84'5CO'000 tons 

in the Common market countries for 1965. The actual figure 
2) 

was 83»985'000 tons. ' 

This method which has proved to be very accurate 

in thie specific case is however difficult to apply  in 

the developing countries where statistical data and 

economical forecasts are not certain. 

These difficulties appear when examining the 

resulte of the cement consumption forecasts made by the 

leonoaic Commission for Africa,    in 1965. According to 

1) OIK « Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, 
now OICD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development). 

2) OECD - The Csaent Industry 1965. 

3) See "L'Industrie des Matériaux de Construction en Afrique  : 
possibilités de développement à court terme". 
Mf. I/CH/14/AS/III/5 - 14 déc. 1963 - Commission rfeono- 
•ique pour l'Afrique - Colloque sur le développement 
Industriel «n Afrique - Le Caire - 27 Janv. - 10 FéVr.1966. 

./. 
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this  rource,   the  ratio between  the  c. Tient  consumption per 

capita rind   the  '"IP corresponds,   in the various  rorlonr 
nnd   Eub-rerions of Africa,   to an elasticity  rate  of 1,'-/) 

to  2,60.   Forecasts made  following this method  compared 

vitn actual  consumption  fig-ares  (1969)   in Africa  show 

that  this method  iE not always reliable. 

b) If  information  is available,   another method  consists  in 

correlating  cement  consumption with  the volume  of 
investments  ( Iross Formation of Fixed Capital)  and with 

the »hare of construction expenditures which may be 

forecast. 

c) Growth and movements of population are,   if predictable, 

a basis for an estimate of future demands of cement. 

Urbar,  -ation creates imperative needs for housing 

and municipal structures which must   eventually to be 

fulfilled.  Calculations may be made  of the volume of 

cement required to satisfy the basic needs of a family. 

4  - Analysis  of  \]\f  future I^ITìI  nf *ni uEerS 

This method is based on surveys of the end users 

and on calculations of ratios determining the volume of 
cement required for the construction of the buildings, houses 

and atructurea which are contemplated. 

Thia represents conaiderable work and is only 

poasible in countries with very good statistical tools or 
working on tha baaia of complete and accurate development 

programs or plana. 

./. 
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These   pro^rrirr.r rray  arni^n  very  precise  pnalr   to 

the vurioun  sectors  of the  country'? econr-y   regard in,* 

housing,   indurtrl'ili-'.nt irri,  highways,  airports,   ports-, 

hospitals,  nclf ole,   etc. 

Valuable   information may  Ve gathered   aß  far as 

future  cement   consumption  is  concerned,   by adding,   on   the 

bacie of estimates  supplied  by constriction industry 

specialists,  the volume of cement   required by each of the 

••ctors. 

jt'rf 
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CHAPTER      MI 

THK  ECONOMICS   OF TIIE CEMENT   INI/iZTKY 

i.« 
' í 
il 

SECTION   1     -     THE CKXTv'IT   IIirTTRY  FE^JTRK::  HI 

•I. 

B TKìì ir 

The average cement jlant  (especially  in developed 

countries)   is  built for relatively high production rates. 
It handles large quantities of raw materials and  finished 

products.  Some of the largest and costliest machinery in 

modern  industry can be found in such plants. 

In the most favorable case,  the total investment 

cost for a single production line plant with an output of 

3'000 to 3'500 tons of cement per day  (1 to 1,2 millions of 

tons per year) amounts to between US $ 40 and US $ 45 per 

metric ton of installed yearly capacity.  These prices apply 

to Europa as well as to North America. 

The costs will likely increase to US $ 60 per 

ton for a 500'000 t/year capacity plant and up to US $ 85 

for a 100'000 t/year capacity installation. 

Some 30,000 and 50'000 t/year capacity plants 

which ware built in developing countries are known to have 

ooit in excess of US % 200 per ton. 

Table 9 indicates the actual investments which 

have been required for some recently built cement plants of 

various capacities in different parts of the world. 

./. 
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The cont figures refer to published data or to    ! 

estimates made by engineer.0, on the basis of known elemente. 

I 

All the cost3 are not exactly comparable as some 

investments include elaborate controls systems, power plants, 

housing facilities, harbour installations, etc. and others not. 

i 

Table 9, however, is representative enough to 

give a general view of the present investment situation in 

the cement industry. 

Costs which are more comparable and which are 

broken down by category, are presented in the next section. 

./. 
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Table  9   :  Kxan!plen  of Investr^nt   corts. 

Country otnrt-up        Capacity/    Tr^/rst-ner.4.    ü/.rn IMíA 
y tir year        costs (U'¿/)    I^Tí; ,f. 

(us I) 

1. Cameroun 1970 26'000 

2. Niger 1966 30'000 

3. Mali 1970 50'0OO 

4. Qatar 1970 100'000 

5. Congo Brazzaville        1971 120'COO 

6. Western Canada 1970 200'COO 

7. India 1973 200»000 

8. Libjja 1970 200»000 

9. Algeria 1972 500»000 

10. Prance 1970 I'OOO'COO 

11. Western Europe 1971 l'400'OOO 

T    4'750'OGO 1-3 

T    6'800'000 226 

T ll'SOO'OOO 230 

T    8'000'000 80 

T    O'900'OOO 74 

T 12» 000'000 60 

'i 11' 050' 000 55 

T 10' 000' 000 50 

T 30'5O0'0OO 61 

T 42,OOO'0OO 42 

T 49,OO0,00O 43 

,:   (The number» correspond to the liât of countries) 

I.   IMwtrtii tt Trmn 4*Mn Mr - lw. 1*7. 

t.   »MMV Itpst . Frtwh EHilM - «UilMt ctfc M MtM »wr k Tiers IMM* ifW • •#* 
•f I. ItittKhMm li tlM Hm\m frn rrt«s - (ImitMnt mi tacici MMT »|«t, Hwil« 
fttlMUi «d MMTMH Military MTVUtt ltr«tw«(). 

I.  OffU« $•»«« W »MMIM CMMrctali -fIcMtr luewir«*) lrf*rM«t«Ml- LMMMM 

{fill 2H-IM01.M1I). * nptrt if hmt* fell I'tfOWSQO U trftcitri « tmiMMt fe- 
tali »tart - II iKkiéM i pMW alari »f ?'WC Wb (»00 Fl . B | 0,11). 

•.  CMNt MM Mí Irmi - Jmmry IfWOffla» Saltta WMMUM CM*« LU. ricalar tMwtrtt 
tataraatlMal» (fila ÄJ40-001). 

I.   MftwtrtM ti Trwm ^Mr» ato - fet. HIT. 

I.  Caawt He» ari Irmi - Jw» It». 

T.  tfftw fatata iniMMlM CtMtrctalt. rttMar ItMttHtl I«WM4I«MI. 

Ummm (ilk MMM0Î). *»««»* It MMMMJ U M »»NTM »MMM). 

I. CMMrt UM M1 Irani - JM> 1*1. IMMIM* It IUIMI' W M Ilk. L  
(H f • ellllt«). TMa HilMte MI t. N IMTMMJ ky tt lt«t   N|H reftait (to fteel 
Mtttal MMtJHirt. 

I. II aWJjatt« - tlftan . I tetaètr HM/CMM* On art Imal . Mrwy Ml. 

M, lamtaatt enti tit'Mttl by «Mtatar«. 

II. ItVtttMtt Ctatl MtlMtoJ by Mftttart. 
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A  note  of caution should  be addressed   to  the 

potential  inventors  regard in^  investment  cost:-  'is  published 

or predicted   in  the  financial and   technical  press. 

üuch data aï? mostly  furnished  by  equipment 

Buppliers and   often include  only    the  coste of   the mechanical 

and electrical équipements without any provisions  for civil 

and environmental work,  equipment erection,   roads,   rail and 

harbor  facilities,  material and  equipment  transportation 

coBtsand auxiliary service and  administration buildings. 

According to the figures listed  in Table  2,  a 

country planning to launch a cement industry  of one million 

tons/year capacity will be required to invest   (basis 

1969/70)X)   : 

- US $ 42 millions for a single plant 
of 1,000'000 t/y capacity 

- US $ 61 millions for two planta 
of  500'000 t/y cap. each 

- US %  75 aillions for five plants 
of  200'000 t/y cap. each 

The criteria of choice between these solutions 

will be discussed at a later stage in this report. 

Although the above figures might be considered 

hight the cement industry, as far as investment a are concern- 

ed, figure» favorably in comparison to other heavy industries 

such as steel. 

1) These figures are to be adjusted in taking into account 
the continuous devaluation of the money. 

./. 
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In  the  rteel   indurtry  "as  i  rule  of   thumb",   it   ir 

generally assumed   that  fin   investment   of 'JC  %  300 per annual 

ton of crude  cirri   capacity   in  required   for an  integrated 

plant  of  1  million  tomi  of annual  output". 

For a  one  million tonn  capacity  plant,   the   ratio 

of investment  cort  per annual   ton  of  production  to  the 

Belling price,   i e  2/1  in the cement   indue try  and   3/1   in the 

steel  industry. 

In  the developed countries  a  ton of  cement  1P sold 

for around US Sí 20 POR plant;  the basic home price in the 

CICA countries of a ton of merchant  bare  (of steel) was 

US $ 100 2^  at ths b«ginnin¿ of 1969. 

1) Bouroa i Aspects of competition batwsan ataal and othtr 
•atarlala - Unittd lationa, «an-Tork - 1966 - 
•T/ICI/STI1L/17 - pa«« 6. 
So* also i UflDO Monograph on Industrial 
Davalopaant - ID/40/5 - Iron and Steal Industry 
Tall« 2 - page 17. 

2) toara« i report on tha Iron and 8t««l Industry in I960 
1«able 36 - «CD - Parla. 

./. 
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If plant  capacity   iß an  important  factor in  the 
total   investment  required   for a cement  plant,   it   ir.,   by  Tnr, 
not   the  only one. 

Cement plants  of  the  same  size  built  at  the  caro 
location and during  the  same  period  can vary considerably 

as   to  investment cost.   This   is often due   to  important  differ- 

ences  in the raw materials  to be processed,  in  the quality  of 

the  equipment chosen,   the degree of process control automa- 

tion    and  the general lay-out conception of the  installations. 

It also happens  that the owner,   in order to save 
%\  foreign  currency, may require extensive use of equipments^ 

and  services of local manufacturers and contractors,  even 
at  the risk of higher investment coat. 

In this section,   the costs of the different items 
of ceaent plant« of various capacities are reviewed.  These 

coats §#» reflectiag the price eituation as it existed at 
the end of 1970. 

Although the figures are drawn from offers made by 
equipment suppliers or by building contractors, they do not 

apply to any particular plant in actual operation or present- 
ly under construction. 

In order to present a realistic picture of the 

relative importance of each category of capital.expenditures, 

the) coat for the various items have been averaged out. 

./. 
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1  - Cereri*   pianta  of  1^0'HD3   t/yenr c-iT'ici 4-y 

Table 10 presents a  coat dirtribution  for a 300  t/day 

capacity   (100'OOC  t/year),   semi-nuto:na4 ic  dry process plan* 

built  in a developing country.   The  fibres   for mechanical  ani 

electrical  equipments where  obtained   from  three different 

suppliers'   proposals  (averaged   out). 

The  figures   for the  other items were obtained 

through engineering estimates. 

Table 10 : Distribution of  cost - 300 t/day cement plant 

'US 3f  (000 g)   !    * of total 

a) Mechanical equipment 

b) Electrical equipment 

c) Spare parte 

d) Insurance and transportation j 

•) Erection and start-up 

f) Civil works 

g) Others (including unforeseen)i 

I 

2'60O 

450 

300 

400 

1*000 

3'000 

750 

8*500 

30,5 

5,3 

3,5 

4,7 

11,8 

35,3 

100 

Mot« 1 : According to actual experience, the cost of the 
•echanical and electrical equipment may vary as much as 10# 
fro« the figures quoted in Table 8. 

The price of the mechanical items is closely related to their 
weight. Por a 300 t/day capacity plant presently under study, 
the total weight of the equipment has been estimated at 
2*400 tons. 

Kote 2 : In developing countries, the cost, of civil works is 
generally high. However, the largest part of these expendit- 
ures is payable in local currency. 

lote 3 : The costs for engineering studies amounting to 
approximately 10?* of total cost are included in the various 
iteaa. 

./. 
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?  -  LaiT/'   CU'»e j'y.   au* era*M   cc^on*    rlar.tr 

Table   11   pretor; t:: 'i  co::t  distribution  for  two   lar;*e 

and  fully  au tona tel dry  procosr,  plan t.".   The   figurée are 

engineering  erti '¡.aten  baccd   on actual   exp^riencff   in   the 

construction   of  isi-.ilar'ni:'.p   (ROCOCO   t  and   l'OOO'GOO   t/yoar 

capacity)   installations. 

Table 11 : Distribution  of cost  for lar^e  capacity automated 
cement plants 

I 
t 
% 

1.500 t/day 3.000 t/day 
Ì 

(ooo; ° 
* 

f  total 
cost 

USJÍ 
(000) 

14.000 

* 
of total 

essi .. 
33,3 a)  Mechanical  equipment 9.500 31,1 

b)  Electrical  equipment 1.800 5,9 3.000 7.1 

c) Spare parts                    1.000 3,3 1.500 3,5 

d)  Insurance and trans- 
portation                            900 2,9 1.000 2,4 

e) Erection and start- 
up                                      2.600 B,5 3.400 8,1 

f) Civil works                   9.000 29,5 13.000 31,0 

g) Autos» ti en and ins- 
trumentation                 3.600 11,9 4.000 9,6 

h) Others incl. unfor.    2.100 6,9 2.100 5,0 

100 30.500 100 42.000 
,rt•* KK3»S xsssss sxrsrs== 

Mote 1 j The figures for the 3'000 tone/day plant (one million 
tone/year) apply to ceaent plants located in Europe. Due to 
higher cost for transportation, erection, civil conatruction 
and etart-up, the coat for a similar plant would be higher in 
developing countries. 

Mote 2 • Coats for engineering studies amounting to between 6% 
andò? of total costs, are included in the various iteaa. 
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3 - General remarks on the distribution of investment cost    ' 
i 

Table 12 presents a grouping of the various cost   j 

items for the three plants analyzed in Tables 10 and 11.     j 

i 
I 

Table 12 : -Percentage of total cost i 

Cost item 

Mechanical,  electrical 
equipment and spare 
parte 
Erection and start-up 

Civil construction 

Automation and 
instrumentation 

Others 

Annual capacity of the plant 
100'000 t I 500'000 t ' 1'000'000 t 
 1  

39,3 

11,8 

35,3 

100 

40,3 

8,5 

29,5 

11,9 

100 

1 JL 

43,9 

8,1 

31,0 

9,6 

100 

The figures in Table 12 clearly indicate that in 

«11 cases the costs for mechanical and electrical equipments 

do not exceed 45# of the total investment. However investors 

should not be misled by the relative low cost of this item. 

In order to obtain the true investment coot required for a 

plant, the equipment cost figures are to be multiplied with 

a factor of approximately 2,2 to 2,5. 

Coat of automation is relatively high; automation 

of a cement plant generally does not result in a reduction 

of capital coat. The numerous benefits obtained from automa- 

tion are of a different nature and are discussed in Part II 

of this report. 

§ 
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The  princip'i]   cor*,  price  cléments  of  cement 

manufacturing are   the following   : 

- Fuel :   coal,  oil, and natural gan are  the principal 
fuel8 which are used  in rotary kilnn; 

Electricity   :   electricity is either purchased or generated 
in company  owned  power plants; 

- Water 

- Labor 

- Supplies 

:  mixed with the raw materiale  in 
wet process plants;  used for cooling of 

production machinery; 

:   engineers,   technicians, workmen and 

laborers; 

:   epare parts, grinding balls,   crusher hammers, 

refractories,  lubricants,  bags; 

- Raw mater- 
ials :  limestone,  chalk,  shale,  clay; mostly 

deriving from company owned quarries; 

- Additive«      t gypsum, bauxite,  iron ore,  silica, sand, 

•lags, fly ssh; 

- Financial 
charges i depreciation, interest, insurances, general 

overhead and administration expenses. 

Soste of these coats fluctuate in accordance with 

the quantity of cement produced (fuel, energy, supplies, 

./. 
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water,  raw materiale,  direct  labor);   others  are  fix  for what- 

ever the output  nf  the plant   (indirect   lalnr,   fi nane if J 
charges,  overhead  expensen). 

Under  these conditions,   the cost  of  cement  manufac- 
turing depende  upon   : 

r     i 
f      J 

- the type of process which  is used and which determines  the 
fuel and energy rates; 

- the degree  of automation and  integration  of the process; 

- the rate of utilization of the installed  capacity; ¡ 

- the'installed  capacity of the cement plant. j 

In order to arrive at the "technical coat" of cement | 
manufacturing, the characteristic« of the various cost compo- ' 
nenta (variable and fixed expenses) will be reviewed. 

Relations between the used rate of plant capacity, 
the)  size of the  installations and the total  cost of cement 

will be discussed in the Section 4 "Economies of scale in 
tha  cement industry". 

1 - rati 

Tht clinkerization of a kilo of clinker requires 
between 1*200 and 1*600  Kcal     (Btu/Lbs)1^ the wet process 
and between 750 and 1*000   Kcal     (Btu/Lba^in the dry 
process. 

The orittria of choice between the différant types 
of fuel is their availability and their coat. 

1) - 1*200 and 1*600    Kcal/k* 

2) «     7*30 and 1*000    Xeal/kc 
2*160 and 2*880 Btu/Lbe 

1*350 and 1*800 Btu/Lbs 

./. 
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In  India,   for  instance,   "natural  ^ac   if.  not   avail- 

able ani   oil,   ai'i-roxim.M U-ly  10'POO       Kcnl/k.^ ol*r¡infi   from 
refineries  which  procerr   largely  imported   oil,   ir   2\   to  3 

times as  expensive an   coal.   With only  a   few exceptions, 

therefore,   the   fuel   is   coal.   India,   incidentally,   possesses 

the world's   second largert  coal recerve". 

In Algeria,   on  the contrary,   both oil  and  natural 
gas are available from   local sources.   Mainly,  because   it 

is eary to handle and  does not require  large storage 

installations,  gas is used  in all Algerian cement plants. 

Countries with  no local sources  of fuels have  to 

choose between  imported   oil or coal.   In order to  b« suitable 
for burning in rotary kilns, coal is  first to be ground and 
dried. 

With proper precaution against  internal combustion, 
ooal may be  stored on open stock piles.  Despite the require- 

ment for large  storage   facilities and  relatively complex 

heating systems,  fuel oil is easier to handle than coal. 

Many cement  operators also maintain  that  oil firing results 

in higher kiln outputs.   At present,   the trend is  toward 

oil and most  of the new  cement plants being built  in the 

developing countries with no fuel resources of their own, 
are burning oil instead  of coal. 

1) Rook Products - Feb.  1969 - Ctaent in a developing 
country by C.F. Clausen (page 76). 

./. 
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Ar.   a defence  a.-ain. t   the ur'preJ ic' -¡M'1  r.ark^   ?ir;-l 

the   frrqurn*   prier   fluctua t. i <->ru-  of  t.íio   fu^l",   ".any   c"r.en' 

manufacturer?,   when   ier i ,-r¡ i rir new pianti",  or  \\n i i fy i ::,•'  t h^!r 

existing  fines,   pmviie  equipr.rrits which  allow   *he   burnir.,' 

of différent   typec of  fuel. 

J 

2 - Electricity 

The   introduction  of electricity  more than  50 yearn 

ago,  due  to  the  flexibility  of  ita distribution and   its  easy 

conversion  into mechanical energy» did  revolutionize  the 

operational  concept of industrial plants. 

As a consequence  of this electrification,   the 

consumption  of electrical energy in cement plant operation 

has Increased considerably. 

Th«  typical modern cement plant  of practically any 

size and under condition that clinkerization is done in 

rotary kilns will consume between 100 to 120 kWh per ton 

of cement produced. 

Since there is no legitimate substitute for 

electrical energy in the  operation of a cement plant  such 

energy is either to be purchased from outside electric 

power sources or it is to be generated in power stations 

situated at the plant size. 

Th« cost of power depends largely on the distance 

of transmission and in th« ease of non hydraulic generating 

stations also on the coot of fuel serving for the firing 

of the steam generator«. 

! 
( 
1 
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It  is  generally demonstrated  that  in   industrially 
developed and  .Tinny  developing  countries,   it  is  more 

economical  for a  cement  plant   to  purchase electric  power 
rather than generate   its own. 

However,   in  the  case   of  Venezuela whore  comparative- 
ly    low cost  natural ^as and   fuel  oil are available,   some 

cement plants are  able  to generate  their own power at 

lower cost than  they can purchase   it from outside  sources. 

!" 

3 - Water 

Water is required  for raw mix preparation  (wet 
process), cooling of equipment and  for general  cleaning 
and washing purposes. 

The requirements depend  on the type of production 
process employed  in a particular plant  : 

- in a wet process operation,  0,7  to 1,0 m3 of water per 

ton of cement are necessary for raw mix preparation; 

- in a semi-dry operation (Lepol or Shaft kilns),  the raw 
material pelletizing procesa requires between 0,15 and 
0,30 m3 of water per ton of cement. 

For the cooling of equipments such as kiln roller 
bearings, grinding mill bearings,  compressors,  cement coolers, 

clinker cooler shutes, etc...  only part of the water is 

wasted. In case of kiln shell spraying, the totality of the 
•praying water is wasted. 

The water requirement a for equipment cooling vary 
between 0,8 and 1,0 m3 per ton of cement (kiln shell 
•praying with 0,3 m3/t inoluded). 

dKKb^B.  *- -J 
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Through  coolir .g and  recirculation,   these  require- 
mentr.  can be reduced  to between 0,1  and  0,YJ :r."5 per ton 
of  cement. 

Water  requirements  for the  cleaning of  buildings 

and  yards and  for washing of  the rolling stock   (trucks,   etc.) 

does  not  exceed   0,15 m3  per ton of  cernent. 

Based   on  these  figures,   it   is easily understandable 

why   in areas with  an accute water shortage,   the  application 
of  the wet process must often  be ruled out. 

For raw material grinding only fresh water should 

be used.  For the  cooling of equipments, however,   it is under 

certain conditions possible to use sea water. 

4 - Labour 

The introduction and the progress of mechanization 

has  lead to the  replacement of the muscular effort by a 
mechanical force.  Mechanization did to a great extent 

eliminate work necessitating important physical efforts with 

all  its limitations and did permit a considerable  increase 

in production capacity. 

The cement industry has traditionally measured its 

labour requirements in men hours per ton of cement produced 

(labour factor). 

Less than 25 years ago, the average labour factor 

in the industry vas approximately 2$ to 3 hours per ton. 

Today,  even medium sise plants have reduced this 

factor to leas than one hour per ton and some of the most 

• A 
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recently  complete-i   inr.tullat.jrn   of  one   million   tor.   |f.ry<ar 

capacity  oporate  with  labour  f fio torn  of  If   ;•   thav   '.   ¡v-ur  for- 
tori  of cement   produce!. 

5  - Supplier   ar.i   ra rtr 

Thin  cat^fory p-roupr   production  r a* erial r   rjch  ar 

refractori^r;,   frindinr balls,   crurher harr.rvnrs,   mil l-llnerr, 
kiln  chainr,   etc...;  maintenance  materials  ouch an  ."pare 

parts,   lubricants  and  other expendable  material?;   tags and 
pallets. 

In order to arsure  the  efficient and  continuous 
operation of a plant,  it  is necessary to maintain right from 

the begining a sufficient  stock  of suppliée and parts. 

The  importance of this  stock of supplies and parts 

depends almost entirely on the delivery time  of the materials 
and the frequency of their utilization. 

Baaed  on experience,   it  is   established that the 

average plant located in an industrially developed  country 

needs to keep a supply reserve  of 12 to 18 months of operation 
for production and maintenance materials. 

A six Konths reserve for lubricants and other 
expendable materials should be sufficient to cover all 
eventualities. 

For plants located in developing countries, 

especially where long transportation by sea is involved, 

the reserves of supplies and parts are probably to be the 

double of the ones required for plants located in developed 

countries. 

t 
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It   minili   be  adieJ   that   in   recently   conrlf? *,f-i 

project;.-,   'he    initi?il   cor.t   for the   product Lon and   mai ritr>r.M\co 

material   r*ock   amount::   to   approximately   1CT* of   the   to*al 

investment   for mechanical   and  electrical  equipments. 

6  - Raw materials 

The   principal raw materials used  in  the  cement 

manufacturing  procerc  are  limestone,   chalk,  oycter rh^ll, 

shale and clay. 

With  the exception of oyster shell, which derives 

from    offshore  deposits,   these raw materials are  normally 

obtained  from  company owned quarries and deposits. 

In most parts of the world,   these materials are 

available  in  one form or another. 

The  quality of the cement is essentially determined 

by the proportions of its principal constituents which are 

lime, silica,   alumina and  Iron. 

In order to satisfy the specific composition 

requirements the raw materials serving for the establishment 

of the raw mix must contain between 75 to 80* calcium 

carbonate (CaC0_), 15* silica (SiO-),  3 to 4* alumina (Al^O ), 

and approximately 1 to 2% iron oxyde (Fe^O, ). 

Cement geologists are constantly searching for the 

ideal raw materials which do not contain excessive amounts of 

noxious materials such as alkali, chloride, phosphates, etc., 

which are difficult to separate from the raw materials; this 

often prevents or makes it difficult to use large and 

strategically located deposits. 

./. 
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However,   in   recent  year::,   the  cer-.ent,   in<Jur:'t ry'F.as 

made  considerable  \ rorross   in   raw  material   prepara* .i -a  ani 

bénéficiât i ori. 

In  the case  of  the  Le Havre  plant   of Cirr.rnfs 

Lambert-Lafa!•(*©,   the Tororo  plant  of 'pancia  Cement aril   the 

Aveta plant   (Topo)   of Cimao,  where  the  raw  material::  contain a 

relatively  hif'h percentages  of pure  silica  or phosphates, 

the realization of there  plants war made  possible   thanks  to 

the application of newly developed  beneficiation  processes. 

A more recently  introduced  system consists of a 

process in which the basic material for cement manufacturing 

18 gypsum or anhydrite  instead  of limestone.   In the chemical 

process to obtain sulfuric acid,  cement clinker falls  on as 

a by product. 

Additives as used  in the cement manufacturing 

process can be divided into two categories   : 

•) Raw additives 

The most classical raw additives are silica sand  (Si02), 

iron or« and pyrite ash  ('o^V and fc«"**1*0  (A120_).  These 
•ateríais are seldom available from the cement companies 

own sources and are therefore    to be purchased. 

Blaat furnace slag, because of Its origine; 

(lineatone)  in most cases has a similar chemical compos- 

ition than shale and clay. Especially in Burope, it is 

widely used as a raw additive replacing clay or shale. 

./. 
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b)   Fir Li'h  -ti H* iv^r 

Finirh  nidi'iveF  are   the  oner, which   tryethrr with   clinker 

are ground   ir/.o  certnir¡ types of  cement. 

Additives  nr^   ased  f"r two  principal  rrnror.s   : 

• i < 

1) either  to give  particular properties  or 

characterir*ics  to   the  cement   or, 

2) to  Influence   the  process of grinding as  such. 

The most commonly used additives in the first 

category are gypru.n, anhydrite, blast furnace slag, fly 

ash and pozzolanic materials. 

Qypsum and anhydrite added   in quantities  of 2 to 

5* etrve principally to  control or regulate  the setting 

ti»«  of the  cement  or concrete. 

Blast furnace  slags,  fly a»h and pozzolana are 

•ainly used  to improve  the resistance of cement against 

the influence of sulphates,  pure waters,  etc. 

Th« additives  of the second categories such as 

lignin «ulfonic acids serve to counteract the flaking    of 
th« cament which ia one of tha baalc causea of c«a«nt 

•tickinesa. 

1) nakin« of C««ant la th« raault of conc«ntrat«d adh««ion 
between individual cawnt partici««. 

.A 
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8  - Overhead   'ml   finar"ial   ch'iris 

There   chnr^f:'   incluir-   t he  plant   nverr.^r, 1  ani   tre 

general   overhead   expenden,   depreciation  nr. í   intere."!   cori. 

At   the  plant  level,  cor.t  for nuporvi rion,   clerical 

stuff,   office   ani   laboratory   supplier,   laboratory  personnel, 

etc.,  are to be  considered  ac  overhead  charter:  whicf:  canno* 

be  reduced whatever the volume  of  production. 

At  the head office, general expenditures,  expendit- 

ures for Bales,   finance,  technical management and staff, 

rents,   insurances,  supplies and taxes fall  into the category 

of general overhead and miscellaneous expenses.   These  costs 

c»n be minimized  through efficient management,  but not 

completly eliminated. 

depreciation and   interest on investment constitute 

a large share of the total production cost. 

If a plant coBting US $ 60,— per 'on of installed 

capacity,  is depreciated at  the average rate of 6% per 

annum,   the depreciation expense will amount  to US $ 3t60 

psr ton.  Interest expenses at a similar rate of 6% per annum 

on half of the fixed capital,  would represent US #1,80 

psr ton of oement during the  first year.  This amount, however, 

is due to decrease each year at the same  rate than the 

reinbursement rat« of the borrowed capital. 

With fixed overhead and financial expenses the 

total cost of operation will be affected in two «ays : 

./. 
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a) the depreciation and interest expenses per ton arc hi,~h 

in care where the cost per ton of installed capici+y is 

high. Inventore should consequently look fnr  the lowest 

possible cost per ton of installed capacity (larve 

manufacturing unite for instance); 

b) the depreciation and interest expensen per ton increare 

in cases where the installed capacity is not fully used. 

The capacity of the plant should be comparable to *he 

size or the short-time development of the market. 

The above mentioned consequences of the fixed 

capital cost upon the operating cost are somewhat contradict- 

ory and require thorough studies of all the factors involved 

before the final decision as to the capacity of a cement 

plant is taken. 

On the other hand, large differences between the 

TariouB manufacturing cost elements occur when the eize of 

the plant varies or if the plant is strategically not 

properly located in respect to its sources of fuel, electric- 

ity, raw materials and additives. 

Th« following section 4 examines the influence 

of the "economy of «cale" on the cement manufacturing costs. 

./. 
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e :•"':•: 
CATiC'':..'. 

1.   Knnufao*''r? r:;:  cor*   of   ceT.er.t   in  relati or.  with   thr 
PW H"? 

Operating coste in cement plants of various 

capacities are parsed under review hereafter. 

For the purpose rf this comparison, it is assumed 

that all theiie plants are using the dry process combined 

with suspension preheater kilns, that they are equiped with 

a oinglu kiln unit, up to date machinery, modem control 

systems and that the larger plants (500'000 t/year and 
1) 

l'OCXVOOOt/year) are fully integrated and automated. 

Figures regarding the prices of fuel, electricity, 

supplies and spare sparts, labor, etc. are average industry 

figures taking into account the fact that costs are somewhat 

higher in developing countries and that smaller plants are 

mostly located in developing countries. 

1.1. The cost of combustible 

The following table indicates the cost of fuel 

per ton of cement. The type of fuel taken into consideration 

it "Bunker C (9'500 Kcal/kg)". 

1) In an integrated plant, the process machinery and 
equipments are grouped in such a way as to form a more or 
less continuous production chain, with the intermediate 
material storage facilities either kept to an absolute 
minimum or eliminated altogether« 

./. 
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Table 13   :  Cost of fuel 

FIMI SIZE 

Mil» 

30'000 

50*000 

100'000 

250'000 

500'000 

l'OOO'OOO 

Meal used 

clinker (1) 

1150 kcal 

1075 " 

1000 " 

920 " 

860 " 

840 " 

Fuel 
consumption 

per I of cl. 

121 kg 

113 " 

105 " 

97 " 

91 " 

89 " 

Estimated cost 

of a 1 fuel - 

FOB plant (2) 

" 33 

" 31 

" 29 

" 27 

" 25 

T clinker 

per T of 

cement 

0,96 

0,96 

0,96 

0,96 

0,96 

0,96 

Fuel cos* 

per Ion of 

cedent 

US# 4,07 

" 3,58 

" 3,13 

" 2,70 

" 2,36 

" 2,14 

1) Includes 100 Kcal/kg clinker for start up and raw mate- 
rials drying and oil pre-heating (Source : Zement Kalk 
à  Gyps - No 10/1967. 

2) Fuel cost is smaller for large plants due to the 
negociating advantage of  larger fuel supply contracts. In 
addition, large plants are usually located in areas where 
fuel transportation costs are lower. 

1.2. Power cost 

It is assumed that power is purchased from utility 

companies on the basis of long term contracts. As is custom- 

ary in the oast of such contracts, the power rates ars 

composed of a fixtd and a variable charge. 

./. 
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It should be notrd that the plant power consumption 

is not linear with production rates. This ìì:  due to the fact 

that certain pieces of equipment are to be kept in operation 

regardless : water pumpe-, air compressors, air condi t ionnir:^, 

lighting, ventilation, etc. 

Table  14 :  Cost  of power per ton of cement 

PIMI 

FIXr.0 COST (iûûl USED CAÍ AC! ir) VARIABLE CUM 
TOTAL m 

TON 

DEIAW TOTAL TOTAL KIH 
SIZE UARGE K1H COST FIXED K»H COST VAR- PER COST 

T/YEtt FER r PER OF COST PER OF IABLE T HER 
OF 
CEKIT 

Ì KIH PER T 

(1) 

T KIH COST 

(1) 
(2) T 

US   t - US   J US   I — US   } US Ì — US J 

30'000 0,47 17 C,015 0,7? 93 0,015 1,45 115 2,17 

50'000 0,44 16 0,015 0,69 94 0,015 1,41 110 2,10 

100'000 0,41 16 0,014 0,64 91 0,014 1,27 107 1.91 

250'000 0,37 16 0,013 0,58 89 0,013 1,16 105 1,74 

500'000 0,34 16 0,012 0,53 07 0,012 1,04 103 1,57 

rooo'ooo 0,32 15 0,011 0,49 85 0,011 0,94 100 1,43 

1)   CoBt   T( junded i jp to nearer cent e md t o nearer kwh/t. 

2) RAW oa1 tarlale are assumed to bi » of average hardness. 

./. 
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1.3.  labor cv'.t 

The  total  labor force  of a  cement  plant  conciate  of 

a  "direct"   force,  en/'a^e1   in  the  actual  manufacturing and 

shipping  operation:;  and an   "indirect"   force   ir.  charme  of 

general  capervi si on,  administrative,   engineering and  laror- 

atory activities. 

CcBt  of  labor varies widely  from one  country  to 

another and   is  normaly much  lower in  the  developing countries 

than in  industrialized areas. 

In  the  USA,   "the  average hourly wage  paid  by the 

cement industry during 1966,  according  to the U.C.   Department 

of Labor,  Bureau of Labor Statistics,  was % 3,18...   Fringe 

benefits    are  estimated  to represent an additional cost  of 

76 i per hour for a total average per manhour of % 3,94 in 
1966".i) 

In West Germany,  according to  Labahn/Kaminski2'   the 

average hourly wage in the cement industry varies from DM 4,60 

(US % 1,25)  to DM 5,10 (US $ 1,38) with fringe benefits 

amounting to an additional 20$ of the salary. 

In Ivory Coast,*'  in ¿vly 1968,  the top salary of an 

industry worker, was F.CFA 77,81 per hour (US $ 0,31) plus 

1) ¿OUXi  ï Rock Products - April 1968 - p.  60 "Por the 
Cement Industry : a time of Crisis" by R.  Sterling Harwell. 
(based on latest information,    hourly wag« in the USA 
cement Industry have since increased by approximately 3<#) 

2) Source   :  Ratgeber für Zement-Ingenieure 4. Auflage - 
October 1969 - p. 87. 

5)    Sfilisi : Bulletin mensuel de statistique - Août 1968 - 
Ministère des Affaires économiques et financières de la 
République de la Côte d'Ivoire. 

./. 
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fringe   benefits nmoint in¿:  to fin  add i ti orni   F.CFA   33,5? 

(US ?  0,14),   for a   total  cost  of US # 0,45   per manhour.   The 

Bfime difforences  npprar,   although  to a leaser extent,  as far 

as  the  wafeg   of  the  supervisors,   clerkr.,   chemists,   etc.   are 

concerned. 

Labor coste being cf a much smaller  significance  in 

the developing countries  than in the developed  countries,  a 

relatively large  labor force may be contemplated  to ran a 

cement  plant. 

In order to facilitate  coat comparison,  a minimum 

number of workers  has been  taken    into consideration in the 

following table.  For the planto of upwards  of ÍOO'OOO T,   the 

hourly average cost  for the total labor force  is estimated at 

US % 2,50 per hour  including fringe benefits and social 

charges.  This hourly rate has been reduced  to US $ 1,25 for 

the 30'000 and 50'000 t/year plants because  they are likely 

to be located  in developing countries. 

./. 
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1.4.   Production   Ruppi 1er, fm1   mglntomnco   r: *itrials cTtt 

ît  in   supposed  that  under normal  conditions,   thiî 

cost  item amounts  to approximately  7" % 2,05 per ton  of 

cement, whatever the plant capacity. 

*1 

I 

This  amount   includeo  : US Jf per t 
çer.er. * 

- Diesel  fuel   :   0,5  litre/ton of cement, 
at $ 0,10 per liter 0,05 

- Grinding media,   liners, hammers,   e'.c. 
0,250 ke per t.   of cement,   at % 1,00 per kg        0,25 

- Refractjries  for kiln,  cooler,  preheater  : 
1,00 kg per t.   of cement, at $ 0,25 per kg 0,25 

- Other expendables  (explosives, etc.) 0,25 

- Gypsum  :  45 kg per t.  of cement at 
$ 10.- per t. 0,45 

- Mechanical and electrical parts 0,70 

- lubricants,  oil, grease  :  0,2 liter per t. 
of cement at % 0,50 per liter 0,10 

Total  : 2,05 

(These costa have to be adjusted to local conditions). 

1.5.  General plant expenses 

This item includes all the sundry expenses related 

to the general plant operation : office and laboratory 

supplies,  telephone,  insurances, property taxes and 
miscellaneous. 

Experience shows that these expenses are about 

•suivaient to ths indirect labor cost. 
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1.6.   Depreciation and   interest 

Depending  on  the  length of time a  plant  har  to be 

amortised    and  to  the  cystem of depreciation which   is   -.Bed 

the  average  annual  depreciation  rate which   in  considère',  as 

acceptable  for a  cement   plant varies between  5  and  7" of 

• Vr     ^< vo'ì     r»nni Ini  „ 

Assuming a  full depreciation  of  the  plant   over a 

period of 20 years,  a depreciation rate of  5?° is  tabulated 

in the following Table  16. 

For the purpose of this study an additional interest 

rate of 6% on the fixed  capital will be charged against the 

coat of manufacturing. 

Table 16   : 

Depreciation and  financial charges per ton of cement 

PLANT SIZE 

30'000 T 

50'000 T 

lOO'OOO T 

250'000 T 

500'000 T 

l'OOO'OOO T 

Investment 
cost per T of 
installed 
capacity 

US g 

168 

116 

80 

60 

55 

42 

Depreciation 
5$ per year 

ÜZ 
8,40 

5,80 

4,00 

3,00 

2,75 

2,10 

Interest 
6# per 
year 

1E3L 
10,08 

6,90 

4,80 

3,60 

3,30 

2,52 

TOTAL 
per ton 
of cement 

JS"T 

18,48 

12,76 

8,80 

6,60 

6,05 

4,62 

./. 
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1»7. Total rrn"ufnc*ur!nr cost calculât io.n - relation 
cc.et/c-ir-.citv "~   ' 

In  the  following Table 17 all   the  above calculated 
costs are grouped   together in order to  present a comparison 
of  total manufacturing cost of cement   in modern plants of 
•JO'OOO, «îO»ooo,  IOO'OOO. ?so»ono   con»non '»-d i -O-M• 

tons per year capacity. 

Theee calculations are based  on a  100$ capacity 
utilisation. 

Although  it  is considered that   thene  total manufact- 
uring costs are more or lees accurately  reflecting the 

average situation  in the cement industry in  the early 1970's, 

large variations are  to be expected from  one  country to 

another, as well as  over certain periods  in particular 
countries. 

./. 
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Taking the  manufacturing con.t  of a  ton of cenent   in 

a ?50'000  t/year plant as   100,   the cost will  very nccirdir.,-  to 

the plant   capacity  a:;  follows   : 

30'000 T/year plant :    ??1 

50'000 T    "            " 176 

100'000 T    "            " 130 

?50'000 T    "            " 100 

500'000 T    " 

1'000*000 T    " 

89 
76 

Large plants are  more economical to  operate than 

smaller ones because  : 

- depreciation,  interest  charges, and general  fixed expenses 
are distributed over a greater number of tona  of cement 
manufactured; 

- advances  in modern technology have mainly benefited large 
size plants;  thus reducing labor force, maintenance and 
fuel drastically. 

As matters stand  now, cement manufacturers in the 

developed  countries are up against very strong competition. 

In order to stay competitive,  they have practically no 

choice  but    to build plants of larger and larger capacities. 

The situation ie somewhat different  in developing 

countries and should therefore be examined case by case. 

Other factors have to be    taken into consideration : price of 

imported cement, cost of transportation, necessity of saving 

hard currency, desire to create a local industry, etc. These 

questions are dealt with,  in Chapter IV pertaining to the 

problem of "small cement plants'*. 

./. 
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2. Knnuf.'ifît'ii cor t cement in rei nt irr, with the 
ut Ili :.')' ;. 0>. * :' ila:.* c'ir'ici'y - : rr-,.r:f.,v>'. Ì2LL 

Should a prospective cement  manufacturer build  a 
lar^e  plant   in view  to  reduce hin manufacturing cor.tr;   to a 
minimum,  even   if the  plnr.t   ia  to  be  operated  at  reduced 

capacity? Or  is he   in a more  favorable  position  in operating 

a  ßmaller plant at  100' of  its designed   capacity? 

The  answer  to this question  can be  found by determin- 
ing the breakeven point  of  future  plants. 

This breakeven point  is the level of operation at 

which  "revenue from sales exactly equals expense". n   1) 

The breakeven point depende upon three factors  : 
- the Belling price 

- fixed costs,  which are  "those costs  that are expected to 

remain relatively constant regardless of the level of 

output"  (depreciation, general plant expenses, labor, etc.) 
- variable costs which are  "those costs  that vary directly 

with changes in the level of output"   (fuel,  power, 

production supply,  spare parts,  etc.). 

The breakeven point is given by the formula  : 

BK* SL 
S    - Cv 

100 

in which : 

BK *= Breakeven point  : percentage of plant utilization, at 

which plant expenses equal revenue from sales 

Cf « Total fixed costs 

1) Prom "Management in Industry "by Claude S. Oeorge Jr. 
Prentict-Hall-1959. 

I 
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S     ^ Gelling price of a  ton   of cement 

Cv  = Variable manufacturing  cost  per ton  of cement 

P     = Designed  plant capacity 

The  breakeven point   of each of  the cement  plants 

reviewed   in Table    17    bas  been calculated and   the recuits are 
shown in Table    18. 

II 

Table 18 : Cement plant! 3 breakeven point s 

Cement 
selling 
price 

Plant cap acity (T/year) 

30'000 50'000 100'000 250'000 500'000 1'000'000 
FOB plant 
in Bulk 
per T 

*• ** %* ** %* %* 

15 US $ ~ ~ — ». 96 65 
20 ~ ~ — 70 58 43 
25 — ~ 80 52 43 32 
30 — 96 63 43 35 27 
35 — 79 52 33 29 22 
40 103 66 44 29 25 18 
45 82 58 38 25 21 16 

* Minimum 
order tc 

percentage of utilizatioi 
> breakeven. 

i of plant capaci ty in 

./. 
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Comr:entr,  "n Tnble   IS 

a)   "cllln/: price 

Selling prices, aß indicated, are in the range of i  15 

%  45 per ton, in bulk, FOB plant, becaure thin range 

reflects the present world pricing situation (plur or 

minus 10??); 

to 

- US %  15,— 

- US %  20,— 

- US %  25,— 

- US %  30,— 

- US %  40/45 

price prevailing in most of the Wertern 
Europe countries 

price prevailing in *Iorth America, 
Venezuela 

price prevailing in India,  North Africa 

price prevailing in the coastal  cities 
of Western Africa 2) 

price prevailing in land-locked countries 

(In Abades, Republic of Niger, cement is 
sold at US %  80,— per ton). 

The selling price of cement in a given location consists 

of the manufacturing cost plus the cost of handling and 

transportation. Cement prices are the highest in remote 

locations. They are reduced when good highways or 

railroads are available. 

*>) IwUCfttjv« V^H9 9f thy ^ablg, 
Figures given in the table have to be interpreted j the 

differences between fixed and variable costs are often 

difficult to ascertain. 

1) Source : Rock products - February 1969 - Cement in a devel- 
oping country - page 76. 

2) Source : Bulletin mensuel de Statistique - Ministère des 
Affaires économiques et financières - 
République de côte d'Ivoire. 

1 
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It  would   to  unrealst ic   *o bui l'i   e verri :Tì   riant:- 

it;  ¡••"•¡11   rr.arke'í;  only  because   the   nellir.r   prier   v.f-.r'.:•   to 

be  prof i tabic  rit a   low  level  of   i4 Hi r.at i < u. 

At  a very  low  level of capacity ut il ü'.ation,   there   ir, 

a lot   of warte and,   in  reality,   the variât le  corts  are  often 

coni",i<iembly  higher  than  they appear to  be, la ned  on a   purely 

theoretical  basis. 

c)  Relation between the  rellin/: price and  the breakeven  p f' i ' 

The breakeven point may be expressed  in two ways   : 

- the level of volume  of salee,  at  constant price,  at 

which revenue from sales equals expense 

or 

- the level of price in dollars, at constant volume of 

nales, at which revenue from sales equals expense• 

Expressed in the second way, the breakeven point is 

the indication of the price at which the product should be 

•old in order to make a profit. 

The following Table  19   shows, as an example, 

th« profit and loss variations occuring in a 100» 000 T plant, 

at various levels of sales and selling prices. 

./. 
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3. The size of the market and ite Influence upon 
•urafactarlrtfr sc"t. 

Plant size and rate of utilization of the installed 

capacity are major factors determining the manufacturing cost 

of cement. This makes it essential not to start new ventures 

in the cement industry before having acquired a most accurate 

knowledge of  its future market. 

./. 

Table   19 :     \ 

Profit  (•)   or loss  (-)  per Ton  in US % in a 
100'000 T/year capacity cernor.t  plant 

J 
j 

Selling 
price 

Rilk  cement 
per ton 
FOB plant 

Volume of  v,nle s   in   tonf. , 

iOu'owu   i. oö'ööö î vO'uuu '1' tjO'OOU  T \ 

•A»UFAC1UR!N(J 

COSI • I ?I,I7 
«ANUfAClURiNU 
COST - t 24,80 

»ANdF AC TURING 
COST • t 27,50 

ItANUFJCTUNlV: 
CüSl * % 35,90 

ì 

US % 

• 5,83 • 2,20 -    0,50 -    8,90 27 

25 • 3,83 • 0,20 -    2,50 - 10,90 
23 • 1,83 - 1,80 -    4,50 - 12,90 
21 - 0,17 - 3,80 -    6,50 - 14,90 
20 - 1.17 - 4,80 -    7,50 - 15,90 \ 

19 - 2,17 - 5,80 -    8,50 - 16,90 j 

17 - 4,17 - 7,80 - 10,50 - 18,90 i 

15 - 6,17 - 9,80 - 12,50 - 20,90 i 

iMU 
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Plante which are too small will have soon to be 

expanded by  installing additional units;  as a consequence the 

cost savings which would have accrued from manufacturing 

cement in large  one-line plants are likely to be lost.  On the 
other hand,   plants conceived  on too large a scale may never, 

or only after a long period of time, use their full capacity. 

For instance,  it  costs US $ 9,~  (nine)  dollars more per ton 

to manufacture 100'000 T of cement  in a 250'000 T/year 
capacity plant  (40# capacity utilization)  than in a 100»000 T 

plant working at full capacity. 

Market surveys shall not only serve to estimate 

th« futur« volum«  of sales but the average net FOB plant 
price'left,  after deduction of handling,  transportation and 

other sales charges. 

1) Sa« Tabi« 17  J  the «anufacturing cost of 100'000 T in 
250*000 T plant may b« computed as follows  : 
Fi*«d cost Í 9.82 p«r T x 2ÇO'000 T - 2'455'000 % 
Varisbl« cost $ 5,91 p«r T x lOO'OOO T = VU'OÇQ t 
Total smnufscturing cost for ÎOO'OOO T        y046'0O0 $ 

Manufacturing cost of 1 ton : $ 30,46 instead $ 21,17 
in a 100»000 T/cea«nt plant (bulk c«««nt). 

./. 
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CHAPTER      IV 

CEMENT  PLANTS ADAPTED  TO URGE AND SMALL 
MARKETS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

SECTION 1    -    DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ENJOYING   A  LARGE CEMENT 
MRMI 

Developing countries are generally very anxious to ¡ 

get a cement industry of their own or to expand their existing I 

capacity. 

The  imported cement  they need for their housing, 
ì 

social and industrialization programs is generally paid at a 

very high price  in hard currency, which results in a heavy 

burden for their economy. 

With few exceptions,     the raw materials necessary 

to »anufacture cement are practically available everywhere 

and insurmountable difficulties  of technical nature which may 
prevent a developing country from materializing ite projects 

do normally not exist. 

However,   the analysis of the cement manufacturing 

cost and of the breakeven point  indicates that low cost 
cea>ent can only be produced in large capacity plante. 

Developing countries  *ith a large cement market or 

with large and predictable future demands for ceaent are in 
a position to take  full advantage of the economies of scale 

prevailing in the ceaent industry. 

1) For instance in Western Africa 

./. 
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They can contemplate the creation of a few large, 

very modern and economical manufacturing units instead of a 

aeries of small plants. 

Even if their market  is spread over vast territories, 

economies of scale and ^ull capacity utilization generate 

sufficient profits  to absorb a large part of  the excessive 

transportation costs and,at the same  time,   keep the selling 

price in remote     areas       at reasonnable levels. 

Furthermore,  equalization of prices  throughout 

the country,  or a region,  is made possible.   The cost of 

transportation to distant areas may be subsidized both by 

somewhat adjusting the delivered prices paid  by the cement 

consummers who are  closest to the plants and  by passing  to 

the clientele the manufacturing cost margins  resulting from 

the large plants. 

Some developing countries,  as for  instance Algeria, 

have already followed this policy.  Two very  modern, 

automated,  one-million tons/year capacity plants are presently 

being builtj  one near Algiers,  the other near Annaba. 

SECTION 2  - DEVELOPING COUNTRIES VITH SMALL CEMENT MARKETS 

It should be kept in mind that there exists some 

developing and landlocked countries whose cement consumption 

(present and future) does not justify the installation of 

oement plants with annual capacities exceeding 30*000 to 

100*000 ton«. 

Despite this, such countries driven by the extremely 

high prices   of   imported cement, mainly due  to high 

^J 

i 
I 

. i 
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transportation cost,  nevertheless promote the  idea of creat- 

ing their own cement  industry in order : 

- to have their own source of supply 
- to reduce the cement selling price in their  country. 

If the first objective  is generally not  too 

difficult to achieve as long as capital    is     available or 

may be borrowed,  the second one is more difficult to realize. 

Some  of the possible solutions which developing 

countries may retain are briefly reviewed hereafter : 

a) T0>install a small cement plant «quipped wjth a rotary kjjn, 
using either dry or wet process.  In the preceding chapter, 

manufacturing costs of such types of plants have been 
discussed.  These costs are high. Result  :  the  cement user who 

had been paying 40 to 45 dollars a ton for imported cement, 

will not get much relief by purchasing cement  from a local 

plant. 

Before any investment decision is taken,  the 

availability and the quality of the raw materials and fuels 

have to be thoroughly scrutinized. 

The plant should be simple to operate and in order 

to Minimize the problems of personnel training and of plant 
maintenance ; the equipment should be of the sturdy type. 

Many small plants in developing countries have got 

•ore than thsir share of trouble because these prerequisites 

vere not respected. 

During the past years, with the size of cement 

plants becoming larger and larger, equipment  suppliers have 
somewhat lost interest in small cement plants which, thirty 

years ago, were commonplace in the cement industry. 
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No real technological advance has recently taken 

place in this field. In general, it is rather difficult today 

to find suppliers who are willing to tender on cement plants 

for lesa than lOO'OOO tons yearly capacity. As a result of a 

recent enquiry for small plants,made by an engineering firm, 

a well known cement machinery supplier answered as follows : 

"We thank you for your letter dated , and would 

inform you that we do not consider cement plant 

of lees than 60'000 tons per annum economical 

propositions under present conditions, and have 

indeed, in the past, refused to tender for plants 

of lese than 100*000 tons per annum for this 

reason". 

nevertheless, in spite of these difficulties, the 

•stall classical plant of 30'000 to 50*000 tons per year 

capacity may be, undar certain circumstances, the only choice 

which is left to prospective investors who desire to create a 

cement industry in a developing country. 

b) To install a shaft Kiln plant 

An excellent description of this type of cement 

plant stay be found in the United Nations publication "Studies 

in Economics of induatry-Cement/Nitrogenous fertilizers" 

published in 1963 (reference ST/ECA/75). 

Lover investment costs are certainly possible with 

this type of kiln, but even in a small plant, the kiln is 

only a ainor part of the installation. 

The kiln itself ' Is a i vertical steel ox • concrete 

cylinder, 4 to 10 meters high and of a diamètre of 1,25 to 

•••/•• 
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4 meters.   It  is feed from the top with pelletized cement  raw 

materiale and  coal (which serves as fuel).  After completion 
of the combustion, the clinker is discharged at the  bottom 
of the kiln by a rotary grate. 

The advantages of  shaft kiln plants are the 
following  : 

- vertical kilns are cheaper than rotary kilns 
- very small units are possible 

- no clinker cooler is needed  (15'000 t/year capacity) 
- low fuel consumption 

- short construction time 
- capacity easy to expand. 

On the other hand,   this type of plant has some 
serious drawbacks : 

- special low volatile coal is required 

- dry raw materials, with good pelletizing characteristics 
•ust be available 

* well trained and skilled operators are required 

- quality of cement manufactured is rather irregular. 

Experiments are underway to improve the efficiency 
of shaft kiln operation and  the quality of the product.   ,, r,>A' 

' ^  ' 
It is still too soon to draw definitive conclusions 

as to the future of modernized shaft kiln plants. For the 

time being the realization of this type of installation 

should be preceded by a Inorough analysis of all the aspects 

./. 
• I 
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and problems,  including the availability of proper fuel,  raw 
materials and manpower. 

c) To Install a clinker grinding station 

An intermediary solution between importing 

foreign cement and  the construction of a complete cement 

plant of small capacity consists in the  installation of a 

clinker grinding station. 

This solution distributes the manufacturing cost 

between the firms   (or countries)  exporting and  importing 

clinker. 

Clinker is the  semi-finished product which resulta 

from burning cement  raw materials in the kiln.  Cement is 

obtained in grinding clinker together with a small percentage 
of gypsum into cernant. 

This final operation,  including storage and bagging 
of cement takes place in a grinding station whose owners 

purchase the clinker from clinker and cement manufacturera. 

1) - See Rock Products - Jan. 1966 - The Modern vertical 
kiln, by Dr Steven Gottlieb 

Rock Producta 

Rock Products 

- Dec. 1970 - Vertical Shaft Kilns - 
Present and future,  by Walter Gribbin. 

- May 1967 - World's samllest cement 
plant by N.  Ramachandrau, describing 
an experimental vertical kiln plant     j 
of 50 t/day capacity in an Indian j 
Tillage                                                            | 

A French cement manufacturer, Ciments Chiron at Cham be ry, 
elaima to have brought new develop- 
ments in the vertical kiln operation, ' 

./. 
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The  investment  cost for a 100'000 t/year capacity 

clinker grinding station amounts to $ 1 million to l'400'OOO. 

This includes the mechanical and electrical equipments, 
laboratories, workshop,   storage silos and other miscellaneous 

constructions and installations. 

Not included  in the above  indicated amounts are 

the coat for land, access    roads, etc. 

The following table summarizes the main investment 

and operating cost data of two hypothetical 100'000 t/year 

capacity grinding stations located on the West Coast of 

Africa (1970 figures)   : 

t 

./. 

f 
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Table 20   :  Cernent clinker grinding station 

I    - Technical Data 

- capacity of the plant 100'000 t/year 

- materials used   :          clinker 95'000 t/ycar 

gypnum 5' 000 t/year 

- personnel   :   technical and  administra tive   :          8 to 10 

production and  maintenance :        21 i  to 35 

- electricity   :   45 kwh/per Ton 

" - ?ÌWcia?, iata 

Average investment cost   :  US $ V300»000 

Operatine cost per Ton of cement ?lWrt A*    p  41* P* 
A)  Raw materials and supplies 

- clinker at US $ 14.- per T CIP 13.30 13.30 

- gypsum at US $   14.- per T CIF 0,70 O.70 

- handling and  transportation 0,80 1,20 

- paper bags   (20 per T) 0,70 1,00 

- spare parts,  maintenance  supplies 0,50 0,50 

b) Electricity 

- fix charge 0,17 0,20 

- variable charge (45 knh per T) 1,20 1,40 

o) Personnel 1,00 1.25 

d) Miscellaneous 

- general overhead (taxes, 
insurances,  rent, administrative 
expenses) 0,25 0,50 

- others 0,10 0,10 

Sub-total  : 18,72 20,15 

• ) Depreciation and interest  (10¿) 1,30 1,30 

Total  J 20,02 21,45 
BCSX3 X3ES:=S 

•Plants A and B ara considered to operate under slightly 
different conditions. 

• A 
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Taking  into account   the raw materials,  products and 

services which  arc directly  or indirectly  paid with   foreign 

exchange,   the  value which   ir, added in   the  country where  the 
otation in  located, amounts  to $ 3 to $ 4,— per ton. 

Additional '$ 1,—  per ton may   result from manufact- 
uring paper  bags by using wood pulp from local sources. 

A  clinker grinding  station should   only be  set up if 

clinker is available at  low  cost and  the price of electricity 
is not prohibitive. These   two conditions make it almost 

compulsory to  locate clinker grinding stations near  the 

water and in  the vicinity  of well equiped harbours. 

However if the plant site is  served by rail and  if 
reasonable  transportation  rates can be  obtained,  it   is 

possible to contemplate  the   installation of clinker grinding 
stationB in  inland locations.  These inland plantn would be 
supplied : 

- either with clinker originating from  overseas cement plants 

and reloaded  into rail  cars at the nearest harbour 

- or from other cement plants located  on the connecting 
railway line. 

The main advantages of clinker grinding stations 
are the following : 

- existence  of large stocks of clinker assures the regularity 
of tupply for the country and the stability of price; 

- additional employment for local labour; 
- soae savings  in foreign exchange; 

- lowering of the cement  selling price because the cost of 
transportation and handling of clinker is lower than that 

of ceaent. 

./. 
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In  spite  of  these advantages,   clinker grinding 

stations remain  too  much dependent on foreign  resources  to 

be  considered   the  beet solution   to the problem of cement 

supply  for developing countries. 

d)  To build a multinational cement plant 

UNIDO   Monograph on  Industrial Development  No  18 

"Regional co-operation in  Industry"    identifies  "appropriate 

opportunities  for fostering regional co-operation among 

developing countries as an essential step towards achieving 

rational industrial promotion and expansion".   (Introduction, 

P.   2). 

Although the authors of this Monograph did not 

specifically refer to the cement  industry,   their reasonning 
do really apply to it especially when they state that   (p.6) 

"For a great number of developing countries,  economies of 
•cale do not become possible until they join a wider regional 

market    In the absence  of a sufficient market and 

because of the unavailability of capital equipment designed 

to meet the exact requirement of the size of the market, 

investors in many developing countries are faced with a 

choice between plants that are either too small or too large 

and    (p. 9) "Regional integration would appear to favour 

capital-intensive technologies". 

1) Ref. ID/40/18 - United Rations Publication - Sales 
lo t 1.69.11.B.39, Vol. 18. 

.A 
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Already in 1966, a document issued by the Economic 

Commission for Africa , was strongly suggesting that a co- 

operation be established among the Western Africa countries 

in order that the countries with large resources in ruw 

materials supply cement clinker to the others. This would be 

mutually profitable : the first ones would be in a position 

to take advantage of the economies of scale while the other 

could rely on regular and low cost supply of clinker. 

Such co-operation is presently considered among 

the African countries who are members of the "Conseil de 

l'Entente"2*. 

The solution put forward is that of a multinational 

cement company, in which all the interested Nations would 

participate. 

The proposed plant would exploit Aveta (Togo) 

liaestone deposits which are situated appr. 30 kms from 

the port of Lomé. 

The plant would h'ive a capacity of approximately 

one million ton of cement clinker per year. It would export 

its production by water -through the port of Lomé- to the 

coastal Nations of the "Conseil de l'Entente" and it could 

possibly look forward to supply clinker to neighbouring 

Kations such as Ghana. 

1) Un programme de Développement pour l'Industrie du ciment 
en Afrique de l'Ouest - 10 août 1966 - E/CN.14/INR/117 - 
(see pages 65 and 66). 

2) Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Republic of Niger. Togo and 
Dahomey. 

3) See for details s Industries et Travaux d'Outre-Mer, 
June 1970. 
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The plant would only manufacture clinker and 

therefore  not  compete with existing  or planned  clinker 
grinding stations;  it would  complement them as a supplier 

of clinker. 

x 
I 
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PART      II 

OTVBLOPMENT OP CEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
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GENERAL RKMARKS 

With practically no revolutionary change?; having 

taken place in cement  basic technology during several dec- 

ades,   importane developments and  improvements of  evolutionary 

nature have. 

This is especially apparent  in plants built after 

1965 and is demonstrated in the form of better designed 

equipment, higher operational efficiency,  lower labour 

factors,  lower fuel consumption and  to a certain extent lower 

electrical energy requirements. 

Some changes which have occured lately and which 

have been inspired by a new generation of cement people, 
have lead to improvements such as,  higher equipment availab- 

ility, larger production units,  process automation, more 

intimate knowledge of the production process through systems 
engineering, better qualified operating personnel,  reduction 

of airpollution rates, higher and more regular cement 

qualities, etc. 

The application of advanced operations research 

methods and electronic computers has resulted in e more 

analytical approach to many problems and has lead to plant 

conceptions which take full advantage of the most modern 
equipments and operating techniques. 

1) P.K. MELITA "Trends in Technology of Cement Manufacture" 
Rook Products March, 1970. 
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The  cement  industry  was always known  for its hifh 

labour requirements.  However  in  the past  few year:;  it hap 

progressed   to a point where,   as  far as  labour requirement:-. 
are concerned,   it can be considered as one of the most 

efficient  operation:? in  the  domaine of heavy   industries. 

The application  to  the  cement  manufacturing of  some 

concepts partly used  in  the  mining and the petrochemical 

industry is seriously considered. Such designs  can lead 
to more integrated plants. 

It  is interesting to note that developing countries 

have a tendency to reject  the  idea of passing through the 

diffefent stages of technological evolution. 

They are mostly free  of many of the restrictive 
considerations which,  in developed nations  or traditionalized 

industries,  such as cement,  hinder the acceptance of 
progressive methods and techniques. 

It is not at all improbable that as a consequence 

of this, developing countries will progress relatively fast 

and in some cases may possibly compete with the leaders  in 

modern cement manufacturing. 

The cement industry is known for its relatively 

high ratio of investment cost to annual output. Despite the 
anticipated technological improvements, this situation is 

not likely to change very noticeably in the near future. 

./. 
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CHAPTER       I 

RECENT TBCHNOLOTTCAL  INNOVATIONS   IN  THE  CEMiîïIT   INDUSTRY 

1.   CHEMISTRY AND CKMKNT TYPES 

The theories on the formation and the constitution 

of Portland Cement  clinker and on the hydration and hardening 

of Portland Cement  have become  common knowledge.       Recent 

studies on these subjects have  clarified some  points but  it 

is not very likely  that the  results of these  studies will 

lead  to fundamental   changes. 

Basic research may lead  to the development  of cement 

with  the best characteristics for their specific 
2) applications. 

The manufacture and use of expansive  cement  is now 

well known and is the subjects of numerous and important 

studies. 

The substitution of baryum or strontium to  the 

calcium in the silicates and aluminates is another example 

of the industries search for improved products. 

1) V.  EITEL, Silica Science, Vol. V. Academic Press, 
lew-York ft London, 1966. 

2) Proc. of the 5th Intern. Symposium on the Chemistry of 
Cement, Tokyo 1968. 

5) Proc. of the 5th Intern. Symposium on the Chemistry of 
0«n»nt, Tokyo 1968. 

4) A.  BRANICKI, Calcium, Strontium and Barium Cement, 
Z.K.O. November 1969« 

.A 
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More recí'tilly, concentrated ¡"tuiio;- ani ii¿vc:M^«~ 

tiene  have lead to a roappraica] of the ir,f.]jer¡ce of 

phorphates (]' 0r) on the quality of cement. 

Tenerally speri kirif there have been few develop-nentc 

in the line of new cement types. 

It muet however he  recornir.ed tha* Rome of the 

exirting typer of cement have been greatly improved and the 

user haß a better assurance to purchase products which lend 

themeelf better to general and to specific applications. 

2. m HATWIAi* 

Mot too many years ago cement geologists and 

chemists would only accept so called "pure materials" as 

suitable for the manufacture of cement. 

This has often lead to the rejection of economically 

and commercially desirable plant locations. 

In today's strive to optimise the economics of 

industrial projects, commercial considerations are heavily 

weighed against possible shortcomings of raw materials and 

plant looations. 

This, together with a steadily growing shortage of 

•o oalled "ideal raw Materials", has forced oeaent produoere 

to eonsidsr limestones of inftrior quality as a raw aaterial 

for ooaont Manufacturing. 

The attaohed aap titled "World Us* s tone Resources" shows 
the repartition of lis» s ton*, throughout the world. 

•A 

•t 
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The recent advance   in material benof iciation,  euch 

as r>ilcx  cepnrftion from chalk in France and  phosphate: 

removal from limestone in Uganda and  Togo har,  opened up new 
possibilities  to  realize cement plants  in some   previously 

rejected  arean. 

The introduction of computer simulation methods 

in the calculation and optimization of raw mix  designs has 

resulted  in a new approach  to raw mix  chemistry  and has made 

it possible to overcome some  of the traditional   md restric- 

tive tendencies  in the industry. 

The introduction and refinement of the  prehomogeni- 

bation method has created the possibility to pre-blend 

(before  grinding)  raw materials of inferior quality with the 

necessary corrective additives. 

•fl 

3.  RAW MATERIAL QUARRYING 

The choice of method depends almost entirely on the 

type of raw materials available. 

In most plants, raw materials are quarried in so- 

called open pit operations. 

The classical method, still widely applied, is the 
combination of drilling-blasting with reclaiming by power 

•hovels or bjr bucket-wheels. 

Within the last decade and for materials of lesser 

hardness,    the industry ha« developed a new method t the 

ripping operation. 

./. 
•. • 
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Derived    from a technique developed mainly in road 

construction the equipment consists of a heavy bulldozer 
with large teeth attached  to the rear of it.  The  ripping 

action of these  teeth permits the  loosening and  to a certain 

extent breaking up of the materials  to a deepth of approximat- 
ely  30 to 60 cm. 

After ripping,   the material is pushed by the  same 

bulldozer to the quarry bottom where  it is reclaimed by 
powershovels or bucket wheels. 

Besides eliminating the disadvantages of drilling 

and blasting,  this method  results in considerable quarrying 
cost »reductions. 

The feasibility of ripping has been demonstrated 

in materials and rockformation where previously no other 
method than drilling and blasting was considered possible. 

THE TREND ? 

The trend develops definitely in the direction of 

ripping. Vith heavy bulldozers being available in most partB 

of the world, ripping has also become    possible in developing 

countries. 

4. MM tìATJRM fflWfffq 

During the last deoades, the methods of crushing 

have not ohanged muoh. 

• A 
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In a cement  plant the"quarry  run raw material- 

normally passer, through a primary and  secondary crash for ; 

size reductions down  to approximately 30 mm.     In the  cane 
of wet and   sticky materials the  primary-secondary  combination 

ie often replaced by a circuit   conciatine of washmills and 

crushers. 

Despite the  fact that  the efficiency of machines 

such as the  jaw-crusher,  the roll crasher,   the single and 

double rotor hammer-crushers,   the gyratory and the  impact 
crusher, has been improved considerably,  especially through 

the use of more abrasive resistant materials for liners and 

hammers, they have not quite   reached the desired 

efficiency and availability. 

A new method which in certain cases can replace 

the classical crushing equipment, is the autogenous mill 

(Hydrofall, Aerofall). 

Known in the mining industry for many years,  it 

has lately found its way into cement plants. Autogenous 
«ills are built up to 35 feet   in dia. permitting feed-sizes 

exceeding 1 mj. With this type of machine it is possible to 

crush and pregrind quarry run material down to less than 

10 mm size,  on a single pass. 

Several of these autogenous mills are already in 

operation in the cement industry and one of them is presently 

being installed in Algeria. 

.A 
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THE TREND ? 

Despite the advantages of autogenous corrai i nut i on, 

the industry will continue to employ the classical crushing 

system especially for dry materials. 

The autogenous system might become increasingly 

popular, in cases where materials of medium and hi^h moisture 

contents are to be crushed and dried before beim-' feed into 

a dry process raw grinding circuit. 

5. RAW GRINDING 

In the cement industry grinding of raw material is 

mostly done in ball and tube mills. 

Introduced before the turn of the century, the tube 

mill hat not changed much in its conception over the yeare. 

Improvements in operating efficiency were obtained 

mainly through the use of more abrasive resistant materials 

for liners and grinding balls and to a certain extent through 

a better understanding of the effect of increased mill speeds. 

The replacement of the steel liners by rubber liners 

in wet mills has resulted in reducing wear, maintenance costs 

and noise. 

A more interesting development in the domain of 

grinding has been the rod mill or rodpeb mill. In this type 

of mill the first compartment is filled with steel rods of 

up to 10 feet lenght and the second one with ordinary 

grinding balls. It can be fed with larger sized material 

• 
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than the standard tubo mill and many cedent people claim 

better efficiency in the ¿rinding of hard raw materiali;. 

As a counterpart to the tube mill for dry grind ::.•', 

the roller mill wan introduced a few yearc ago. Rather 

efficient, it has up to now been limited to the grinding of 

relatively soft and rather non abrasive materials. 

THE TR;v.P ? 

Especially for finish grind the tube mill will 

maintain its place for many years to come. However Rome 

cement companies, especially in Germany, England, Canada, 

Franc'e and Algeria, have installed autogenous equipment for 

preliminary grinding and a number of cement manufacturers 

are considering the much improved roller mill. 

6. CLINKER BURNING 

The rotary kiln was introduced in the industry at 

the beginning of the century. 

For almost 50 years the wet process was considered to 

be the most efficient method to burn clinker. 

Approximately 25 years ago the first dry process 

suspension preheater kilns appeared on the market. Debates 

between the vet process operators and the proponants of 

the preheater kiln have been going on ever since. 

1) P.K. Melita "Trends in Technology of cement Manufacture" 
Rock Products, March, 1970. 

.A 
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Thc wot   proccrr; har,  conic advantages  such  as easier 

handling and  blending of  the   raw material:-,   reported gains 

in  clinker quality,  etc.  However with   improved dry blending 

and  homogenination  techniques,   the dry  process has  lately 

been  overtaking  the classical  "wet"  operation. 

It now  seems that  only  in caces where  the  raw 

materials are of  relatively high moisture content  or contain 

important percentages of alkali and chlorides does the wet 

kiln  still has  its justified application. 

THE  TREND ? 

There  is no doubt that the suspension preheater 

kiln is replacing the long kiln (wet and dry process)  and 

has become the  most efficient equipment  for clinker burning       | 

presently known in the industry. ! 

The hea*   consumption,  as low as 750    Kcal   per kg.       j 

of clinker,  obtained with this system is so close to the ¡ 

theoretical limit of 475 Kcal, that it will probably take j 

many years before the suspension preheater type kiln is confron- 

ted with a more efficient system.     (Pluo-solid reactor ?) 

7. gram çopLpro 

With the introduction of the grate -type air- 
quenching clinker cooler around 1930,  the planetary and 
rotary ooolers started to disappear from the market. 

1) B. Van Dernik "Will Fluo-solid reactors replace rotary 
kilns" Rook Products, September, 1969* 

.A 
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However lately certain equipment manufacturer" have 

made considerable effort« to reintroduce the planetary 

cooler» Hue); a cooler han been installed   approximately 

2 years ago on a 2*000 tons per day capacity rotary kiln 

in Holland. 

There seems to be little doubt that the planetary 

cooler is mechanically more reliable and lens prone to 

breakdown than the rather complex grate cooler. However, 

size, cost, high clinker discharge temperatures and a 

reduced airqucriching effect, might be serious drawbachs 

against its sucessfull reintroduction in the industry. 

The latest development on the cooler market is the 

counter stream system. 

Developed in Germany, very few of them have so far 

been installed. It will probably take many years of industrial 

experience until cement manufacturers will accept it more 

widely. 

THE TREND ? 

The cement industry will continue to install mainly 

grate coolers. However with more competition developing in 

the field of cooler manufacturing the cement industry might 

find a better response to its desire for more reliable and 

less costly installations. 

1) Klinker Oegtnstromkühler für die Zementindustrie 
Walther - Beratern mitteilungen 1 - 1968. 

.A 
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8.   CiriKKR PTOK.ViS 

Beside   the  rotary  kilns,   large clinker-storage halls 

have been the  land-mark of practically every cement plant. 
However dust  emission and high  maintenance  costs for their 

overhead  travelling cranes have   created more  and  more problems 

for cement  operators. 

In the past  few years,   the  industry has changed 

some of its traditional principles and some  companies have 

started  to consider storage of clinker in large concrete 

silos. 

Actual experience with such installations in Germany 

and Prance has been positive and many new plants are now 

adopting this new method of clinker storage. 

The latest techniques  in pre-stressed eilo construct- 

ion have permitted considerable construction cost reductions. 

Construction cost comparisons between clinker storage halls 

and clinker storage silos (handling equipment included) for 

plants presently under construction in Italy, Prance, 
Venezuela and Algeria, definitely indicates that silos can 

be built for the samo, or in curtain cases,  for a somewhat 

lower price per ton of storage capacity than storage halls. 

TOB TREND ? 

The industry seems to move definitely in the direct- 

ion of clinker storage in silos. Why not? Silos for cement 

storage hay« been built for decades. In addition the surface 

area required for a iilogroup ia only approximately one third 

of that required for a storage hall. 
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9.   CEMKWT  GRIND HiG   A!ll> CBWS:iT  "TORACE 

Approximately 25 years ago,   the industry was unpaged 

in a debate about  open circuit against closed  circiit grinding. 

Today the closed  circuit, with continuous separation by air 

classifier is accepted as the most efficient  cement grinding 

method. 

The development of closed  circuit grinding has 

resulted in more regular fineness of the cement.   It is also 

claimed that compared  to open  circuit grinding an increase 

of approximately 10f° in mill capacity has been obtained. 

With the exception of some improvements in equipment 

technology,  the use of more wear resistant materials for mill 

liners and grinding balls and an increase in mill speed,   on 

revolutionary changes have been introduced lately.     * ••• 

THE TREND ? 

The industry will continue to operate with the 

closed circuit-system which consist of a combination of tube 

mills and airclassifiers. 

Several new plants are starting to replace the 

dynamic airclassifier with the less complex and mechanically 

more reliable cyclone type. 

10. MILL DRIVB3 

First there was the bullgear-pinion drive, it was 

followed by tne central drivs consisting of a mechanical gear 

reduction unit driven by a single or by two electric motors 

(Twin Ducer, is the trade name of this system by Allis 

Chalmers). ./. 
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Today raw find finish grinding mills a*-c built for 

capacities exceeding 220 tons/hour with power requirement r. 

of up to 7*000 kW. 

• i 

•4 

•i 

This   increare   in mill size arni  capacity har>  created 

the necer.r.ity  for a less complex and rrore  reliable drive 

système,   nu eh as the  recently developed  "Wrap Around Motor". 

This  mill drive consists of a variable   :;pced 

synchronous motor, whose rotor is mounted directly onto the 

shell (tube)   of the mill,  with the stator mounted on the mill 

foundations. 

The first such unit   of 6'500 kW has been in operation 

in Le Havre,  France,  since November 1969.  Three more of these 

gearless type machines of 6'000 kW are presently being 

installed  in a new 4'000 tons per day capacity  cenent plant 

ih Italy;" another one of 5'OÖ0 kW has been ordered by a 

German cement manufacturer. 

THE TREND  ? 

The bullgear-pinion combination and the mechanical 

gear reduction type central drives will prevail for unite 

of up to 4'000 kW. 

Por higher capacities and despite higher investment 

cost, the gearless variable speed "wrap-around" motor will 

become the choice of many cement plant owners and operators. 

1) 1970 I.B.E.E. Cement Industry conference "Worlds First 
Osarle ss Milldrive" by H.U. Wuergler. 

-;*-    , 
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11.1.  Biìr.rAr.r. machine- 

In a  relatively   short  period   the  mechanization  of 

cement  plants has  progressed  rapidly and  has  resulted   in 

important  labour redactions  in the quarry,   the  raw and 

cement grinding,   the   clinker burning and  the maintenance 

operation. 

This  is however not the case as far as the  packhouse 

operations are concerned.   It  is a fact that the number of 

workmen required  in the packhouse depends largely on the 

ratio of bags as against bulk. Even in some of  the most 

modern plants   (Le Havre for instance)  the number of 

workmen employed in the packhouse  still accounts for 

approximately 25# of the total plant workforce. 

Over the years some important changes in the 

teohnique of filling cement  into bags have taken place. 

Over a period of approximately 30 years equipment 

manufacturers have developed machines which have permitted 

to increase bagging capacities considerably  (semi auto- 

matic «ingle and multi spout packers). 

Aroung 1950, the first rotary packer was introduced 

in the industry. Thim system has resulted in the elimin- 

ation of many, previously neoeaeary, hand-operati one and 

no« limits the aetivity of the operator to the applioation 

of the aapty hags onto one of the several spouts of the 

peoker. This maohine is built for a capacity of up to 

2»000 bags per hour. 

./. 
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Dcnpite   lliii;   increase  in  the  bafcing rater:,   the 

labour force   in  the baghc>'i:"e ha«  not  decreased 

appreciably.   Thin  is due  to  the   fact   that tne  lacci-"tf 
machine  operator:',  who became   free  through the  introduct- 

ion of  the   rotary packer,  are  now  needed to handle   the 

additional   fio*  of bags for stacking them into trucks, 
railroad  care,  river barges and   boats. 

Efforts  to develop a devise  for the automatic  bag 

application  onto the packer in  order to replace the 
operator have BO far met with little success. 

One of  the most labour consuming packhouse oper- 

ation    is the loading of bags onto truckB and into 

railcare.  An automatic stacker has been developed  and the 

remits of the first industrial  tests in France and 

Italy are promising. 

11.2. 

ft) ¿]1Ì£ 

Lose than 30 years ago the jute bag was still the 

standard container for shipping cement; the empty bags 

«itere returned to the cement plant. 

after thorough cleaning they where inspected for 
daaages, If necessary repaired and then re-used. This 

procedure permitted to keep than in circulation for 

eitended periods of tine. 

Ivan today the jute bag oan still be found and for 

Instane« in India it is widely used. 

./. 
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Despite of   itn¡ re-usability  the jute ba£ s have 

many dir.advantagof:   (dust,  hi/j;h  labour requirements,   etc.) 

which have  forced   the industry  to  cearch for improved 
means of cement  baling. 

b) Paper 

With the development of the kraft paper, cement 

manufacturers did  not hesitate  to switch their interest 
to the paper bag. 

With the introduction of  the multi-ply bag combined 

with the selfclosing valve it  became even more popular. 

The development of the expandable (elastic)  kraft 
papers and the introduction of the polyethylene water- 
proof lining have been major features in creating a 

paperbag which can satisfy most of the requirements of 

oement manufacturers and users. 

no. rimugina 
Por many years the industry has made considerable 

efforts to develop the idea of palletized shipments of 

bag oement. Efficient palletizing machines have been in 

operation for more than a decade. Mostly due to high 
investment oost of the equipment,   the high cost of the 

pallets,  'the increase in bulkahipments and the reluctance 

of the customers to absorb the additional cost for 

pallets, palletising has not had such success outside 

the U.S.A. 

!       ! 

1) Keeearoh for oheaper and disposable pallets made of 
marnar, plastics and vood have not yet been crowned 
with su oh suooess. 

A"** 
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Tus TRI-:.:n ? 

Beside  the posr.ible  introduction of a mechanical 

utackers   for loading of baf;s into  trucko and  inte railroad 

cars and   the development  of a  low price  expendable 

pallet, nothing  revolutionary  ceerrs  to appear on the 
market. 

11.4.  Bulk 

4 

With the construction of larger plants,   imprcved 
means of  transportation,  the development of the ready-mix 

concrete,   the cement  industry has seen its bulk shipments 

increase at a steady accelerating rate. 

Today there exist plants which ship up to 95* of 

their production in bulk. The average in the developed 

countries does however already exceed the 50* mark. 

In most  of the developing countries this rate is much 

lower. 

.*.. 

t • 

1) See report on the Cement Industry Statistics 
1969-OECD-Parie. 

The percentage of bulk in the OBCD countries in 
1969 was the following s 
Gemany t 64* Austria t 45*   Greece t 
Belgium i 61* Denmark t 68*   Turkey * 
Netherlands t 77* Sweden i 855*   USA        t 
France : 56% Switzerland t 16% 
Italy t 49* Spain t 35* 

10* 
2% 

90% 

./. 
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From modest  beginnings approximately ?5  years age, 

the  industry  has made- considerane  progresses  as  to  the 

techniques  of lonJing bulk cement  into tricks,   railway 

containers,   river barres and  ocean going ships. 

Problems with  transportation of cement   to  the 

loading Bpouts,  heavy dust  emission in the  plant  areas 

and spilling of cement    in    the transportation equipment 

have been  the most  serious drawbacks  of ''nc  bulk-leading 

operations.  With the development of better means  of ' 

cement conveying,   telescopic loading spouts and mere 

efficient dust collection systems,  the situation has 

improved.  Today it  is possible to load bulk-cement | 

absolutely dustfree into trucks and railroad  care at ratee 

exceeding 200 tons per hour and into barges and boats at 

rates exceeding l'OOO tons per hour. 1 

THE TREND  ? | 

More and more shipments of cement by bulk and J 

development of more efficient bulk loading installations. ¡ 

Further development of bulk transportation by whole train j 

loads between plants and major distribution or'consumptionj 

centers. 

12. PLANT CONCEPTION AND PROCESS CONTROL 

In the past, plants were small, or, if large, 

processes wtra divided into major segments, each of  them 

operated from a separate control room. 

• A 
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Technological  restrictions  did  li'iilt  the  size  of the 

operating units.   Communi enti one  between  plant and  control 

room operators used  to depend   on   personal or voice  contacts. 

Therefore   the distancer between  operatine equipment  ani 

control  centers  could not be  too  long. 

%•• 

In the cement  industry  tho change to centralized 

controls  with a  single  control  room for the entire  plant 

started  approximately 15 to 20 years ago. 

With the development  of  larger production units and 

the  introduction of the digital computer, cement engineers 

are adopting the more  integrated   system of plant layout and 

automatic process control.  Today a considerable number of 

plants are built according to  the   "one-line straight   through 

flow" layout method.  Consisting of single production units 

for each operation, a large number of them are equipped 

with Analog or DDC computers. 

13.  AUTOMATION 

Automation is a new way of life. It requires a 

different thinking; it is in many ways in direct contradiction 

with the conventional accepted methods.  It breaks down the 

barriers between plant departments;  it leads to the principle 

of integration,      and more direct management control of the 

operation. 

1) Jay MATLEÏ "Where Operations A Maintenance Chemical 
Engineering, January, 1969. 

./. 
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Automaticn does  not  normally  result  in  largo  manpower 
reductions.   However if properly  applied  it chcr;l;i   have  a 

positive  effect on equipment  availability,  fuel consumption, 

production  capacity,  refractories  lifo nnd cement   quality. 

Today there are  approximately  5 or 6  fully   automated 

plants   in  operation  in  the  U.H.A.,   two in France and   one  in 

Canada.   Fully integrated  and  automated  plants are  presently 

under  construction in Italy,   Venezuela,  Algeria and   Sweden. 

What does automation cost? It is easy to  prove 

that  a  computer control system with all its special   instru- 

ments,   sensors, shieldings,  etc.,   costs considerably more 

than a  conventional or semi-automatic  installation.   But  if a 

plant   is designed to take advantage from the beginning of 
all the possibilities automation and modern equipment 

technology presents, the higher  investment cost for a computer 

system  is returned many times  over.  These redactions are 

mostly the result of fewer and  smaller material storage 

facilities,  smaller equipments for the same production 

capacity,  a reduced    number of production units,  etc. 

THE TREND ? _ 

Cement people are now willing to consider the 

possibilities and advantages automation might bring.  For many 

plants including some of them being built in developing 
countries, process automation is specified by the owner right 

fron  the begining.  In most cases automation is applied as 

the basis for plant conception and operating philosophy. 

./. 
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Automation   ir,   feaf.il.lf  even   for  i':villor uriitr, 

(poríí'ibly   lo   ri   reduced  decree).   7/i thin  a   few yearn  it  will 

becorno  standard   pruetiee   for .cernen t.   plant::   in developed  as 

well as  developing countries;   (sec  Algeria,   Togo). 

14.   PERSONNEL   TRAINING 

Complete mechanisation,   combined  with  modern 

automation have   contributed  to a   reduction  of  the number of 

operating  personnel.   This number,   although  production 

capacities  have   risen considerably,   in  now  approximately one 

third of  the  total strength needed not very long ago. 

The development of large  plants,   equiped with 

process automation has had a considerable effect on the 

qualification requirements of the managerial and technical 

operating  staff.  Cement plant operation was formerly an art 

based on  imponderable criteria and  the experience acquired 

in long years  of operation.  Today however,   the  systems 

engineering methods to conduct the  plant operations are 

techniques  that can be learned in classrooms. 

Personnel recruitment and  interchangeability are 

greatly facilited by this type of education and practical 

training possibilities. The required skill for computer use 

and standard maintenance can easily be acquired in training 

oourses organized by equipment suppliers. 

.A 
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The relatively high  operational availability of 

industrial  computers and of  their peripherals   require  few 
specialized  interventions.   Routine  tanks bein^ executed   by 

the  computer,   operational personnel have more   time  for 

analytical and  previsionai activities. 

Except for a limited  number of operators,   the 

training of the future personnel for an automated plant  i.; 

not essentially different from that    of a conventional one. 

The difference affects mostly key people. 
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CHAPTER II 

IMPACT  OF  RSCE'IT TECHNOLOGICAL  îirr/iiT.-OrrKTÎT^  ON THE 
CEMENT inr-j^TRY TA  DEVELOP:::;; CO'I'ITRIE:'- 

It is a fact that engineers ani equipment cupplierr: 

have, and to a certain extent, otill arc, applying different, 

tstandards for cement plants to be built in developed and in 

developing countries. Such a policy war, amon^ other reasons, 

justified because of a lack of sufficiently skilled and 

reliable workmen. 

Many developing countries were happy to see 

industrial plants being built within their boundries and did 

not care very much if the plant could be considered as 

modern or not. 

The situation has changed and today many developing 

countries and their young generation of better trained and 

more business minded functionaries, industrialists, econom- 

ists and engineers have established industrial and technical 

standards which compare favorably with the ones applied in 

developed nations. 

The developing countries and their more selfassured 

technical elite are mostly free of many of the restrictive 

considerations which not so very long ago were impressed 

upon them. 

It must be acoepted that 2*000 to 4'000 tons per day 

capacity superplante cannot be built just anywhere and that 

some developing countries have markets which hardly justify 

the installation of a 300 tons per day plant. 

./. 
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In many  of  thoce areas lacki'i<;  proper rnearis  of 

transportât i on,   the  nee;l  of  ccr.cnt,   especially   at  the  be^irnin. 
of  the  ocono.T.ical   evolution,   iiif;ht   require-   the   installât 1 .<- n  of 
cernent  manufacturing facilities of even  lerjor capacities 

than that. 

Hut   looking at  it  frorc an equipment  ariJ  operating al 
point  of view,   there  is no reason why  the   cerr-en'   equipment 

industry could  not provide  technologically well developed 

plants  of practically any size and which  do not  require  rr.cre 
operational  skills   than  the more ancient   installations. 

The  best  installation will not work satisfactorily 

if It.is built  at  the wron^ location,   if the  wronc procesr has 

been chosen,   or if for lack of proper ^eolo^ical prospection 
raw materials are  insufficient as to  reserves and quality. 

The notion that developing countries should be 
provided with plants of inferior conception as compared  to 

those built  in developed countries  is definitely to be 

rejected.  Modern machinery and  industrial  installations are 

of high operational availability and  relatively easy to 

operate and maintain. 

There are no objections against the installations 

of shaft kilns, for instance, as long as they are of the 

•odern type and that the raw materials available can properly 
be prepared as to nssure a troublefree operation. 

It often happens that in their promoting efforts 
for new industries, developing countries receive unqualified 

advise. Many examples of plants, which have been built with 

the best of intentions, but have never got of the ground to 

produoe ceaent economically by any standard, do regretfully 

still exist. 
• /• 
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The  true   i-pact   of  recent   technological  developrr.ei.ti3 

in  the et'Mcnt   industry  on developing  countries   ir-   the 
neceKfity  to  train administrators,   engineers  and   operators 

who, under the  guidance  of qualified   or/anir.atiorii-,   will be 

capable  to evaluate  and  specify  their countrie'r needs. 
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CHAPTER       III 

PROHLBHa  WHICH  KTfiHT  ARICK  IF THE   TRK'Ii) III  TECHNOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT  IC MAINTAINED 

SECTION 1     -    THE CSMK'IT  PLAUT OF THE   FUTTTRB 

In order to answer this question,   one must   try to 

anticipate whnt  the  future will look  like   in cement  plant 

design and  operation. 

1 - Capacities of plants will increase more and more 

A few years ago,   it was maintained that for Uurope 

the ideal plant size was 400'000 tons per year capacity.  The 

same authority recently upgraded this estimate to 5OO'00C 
tons per year. 

The size of a cement plant does not any longer 

depends upon technological possibilities.   "It is generally 

accepted that the limiting factors on desirable cement plant 

size are the size and location of acceptable markets and the 

costs of physical distribution for adequate services of these 

•arkets".*5 

1) See Entreprise - Paris - Ciments Lafarge : réflexion sur 
une politique d»investieseaents". Sept.  1966 - P.  19 to 25. 

2) "The effect of distribution costs on plant size" by 
R. Sterling Harwell Jr. - Rock Products - May and June 1969« 

./. 
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Larger plantr,  will  be built  clone  to very derido 

mark ni; G   ( industriali zed   ml  populated  area;:)  or at  location? 

where there marketr, are easily and   cheaply nocrnp.ibl e 

(waterways,   roa  transportation,  special   rail  freight   rater*.). 

Econorricc and  no  larger technology will dictate 

the plant   nizer, of the   future. 

2 - Capacitine  of individual production units will airo 
continue  t'   increato. 

Up to approximately 10 years ago,  kilns of 1*000 

tons/day capacity (330'000 tons annually)  were considered 

very large.  Today, kilns of V500 tons/day capacity 

(l1150'000 tone annually)  are accepted as standard and  some 

cement companies are actually planning kilns of up to 6'000 

tone/day capacity. 

Mills which 10 years ago were limited to l'OOO or 

1'500 HP have sky-rocketed  into the 10'000 HP range. 

An interesting example of this trend is the 

Ambneburg plant  (Germany)  of the Dyckerhoff company. 

The company has proceeded to replace ten wet kilns 

of 3,2-3,8 m. of diameter for a total production of 4*000 

tons per day by only two kilns of 2,500 tons/day capacity 
each. The gain is l'OOO tone/day of production plus enormous 

savings in maintenance,  personnel, fuel, etc. 

3 - The technological trends of the late sixties will be 
consolidated 

Conventional long wet and dry process kilns will 

slowly disappear from the scene. Less oomplex clinker cooling 

./. 
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equipments  are  in the development  stage  and  Rome operators 

are again  attracted  by   the   simplicity   of   the  planetary   cooler. 

Autogenous grinding,   an already   usM   in the   mining 

industry  as  a replaceriez.!   for  the conventional  crush i *.g 
operations,   will, be given  more and more  consideration. 

More  refined  systems  of spare   parts service   will 

replace  mort present  forms  of maintenance   repair. 

Production materials with higher  degreec  of  abrasion 

and heat  resistance will  be widely used. 

Equipment availability considerations will  outrank 

oertain outdated and overvalued efficiency requirements. 

The availability of reliable  on-line analyzers, combined 
with careful geological  evaluation of  raw  materials  deposits, 

new process methods, mathematical simulation of raw  mix 

design possibilities,  etc.  will allow utilisation of  raw 

•ateríale  of a more marginal quality. 

Due to customers'  demand,  cement will be mere and 

«ore delivered in bulk form. 

4 - Ce—nt plants will be qcrf fnfl fflorf  eauiped with 
automation 

The totally integrated plant appears on the horinon 

and procese optimization by computer program will be mere 

and acre cocaon plaoe.  Automation will eventually become an 

Integral pert of practically every operation. 

the feaeiMUt* of automating the main production 

linen (raw grinding, hoiaoganiaation,    ellnkerieatiort,  clinker 

cooling, mont grinding) han been proven in aotual oparation 

•$$ 
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Biner  Ihr  ber inning  of   the  aixtie".   Ac  a re ru It   of   thio, 

conventional   lai.our  forco will  be  al wont  totally  replaced 

by   chemLütr, and  a few  {-killed  upec ialir.tp in mechanic;;, 

electricity  and automation. 

*l 

5   - Old and  obsolete  riant will be  scrapped or totally 
modernised 

Tt hoB been  stated that  by  modern ctandarus  approxima- 

tely    70^ of  the cement installations  in North America were 

obsolete as late as  1966.       This was probably not only true 

then and  for North America but still is the case today and 

applies to many other countries. 

Approximately five years ago,  the industry all over 

the world started a drive toward modernization;  the  trend 

aeeme to be set for many years to come. 

Aa a conclusion, the cement plant of the future 

»ill be large (by today's standards), equiped with large 

production units, automated, integrated and will employ very 

few people. It will exploit raw materials deposits which 

would presently be considered as unsuitable. Dry procese 

«ill be the most usual way of manufacturing cement. 

1) Se« Rook Products 
m time of orilla", 

- April 1968 - "For the 
by R. Stirling Harwell. 

cernant Industry : 
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SKCTTOÎI ?     - THK rî?0"IJiK3 OF Tu!; F.JTJKK 

The planning 'tnJ cor,;-tract i on cf the cement plant 

described in the preceding Section 1 wil] not encounter 

technological problems that ennnot be solved. 

Some of the problems which may arise will be of 

operational nature. Special care will have to be given tc 

the training of the cement plant operators. 

Application of systems engineering principles and 

an.analytical approach of the problems will enable the 

cement industry to solve difficulties of operational nature. 

However from a financing point of view, the 

investment burden for cement companies increases as plants 

become bigger. Mergers, and in the developing countries, 

regional co-operation may be the answer to this particular 

problem. 

^BK^a 
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PART      III 

CMBlfT PRODUCTION, C0RSUMPTIO9 ARD TRADE 

IH    THE    WORLD 
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CHAPTER-    I 

PRODUCTION OF CEMENT JN  THE WORLD 

SECTION 1    -    THE  GENERAL TRENDS  IN CHr'KNT PRO!ACTION 

It is estimated  that  the world cement production 

in 1913 amounted  to  39'^00'000  tonn.  Twenty  five years later, 

in 1938,  it totalled 86'700*000 tone,   thuc growing at a 

rather moderate average compound rate of 3,1^ per year. 1) 

During the  following twenty five years,  1938-1963» 
and in spite of World War II,  cement production increased 

at a rate of about  5»8# per year,  reaching 374 millions tons 

in 1963. 

From 1963 to 1969, cement production did progress 

at a faster pace than during the preceding period;  the average 

annual rate of growth rose to 6,3#. 

1) Statistical information in this chapter are generally 
drawn froa Cembureau sources i 
- World Cement market in Figures - Production - Trade 

Contuaption - 1913/1956 
- Annual Cembureau Statistical Review. 
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Table 21 : World cement production 

1913 !         39*500'000 Tonn 

193« :         86'700»000 w 

1948 ¡        10?'100'000 It 

1949 ì        117'200'000 It 

1950 133'000'000 tt 

1960 :        314'200'000 II 

1961 330'000'000 II 

1962 355'000'000 II 

1963 374'000'000 II 

1964 411'000'000 It 

• 1965 ' 430'500'000 II 

1966 457'500'000 tl 

1967 482'000'000 It 

1968 : 513'000'000 II 

1969 ¡ 540'000'000 It 

m 

One of the principal trends of the world cement 

production for the past twenty years is the decrease of the 

share of the most industrialized countries and the disparity 

of the rate of growth among the producing countries. 

In 1969t 114 countries or territories were producing 

cement. 

On a worldwide basis, it ia possible to select three 

large groups of oement manufacturing areas t 

a) the old industrialized countries of Vettern Europe and 

Horth Amerioa which commanded 69# of the world production 

in 1949* Their share was reduced to 45* in 19691 

• A 
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b) the newrs developed countries of Hartem Europe, Australia, 

Israel, Republic of J3. Africa, the 'FEL'R find J'ipan whose 

share of the world production rose from 18* in 1949 to 

36# in 1969; 

c) the developing countries of Latin America, Africa, 

Asia and Oceania, which represented lens than 12$ of the 

world production in 1949, have increased their share 

to 16* in 1969. 

Table 22 : Percentage of world cement production 

1. Old Industrialized countries 

- Western Europe and Turkey 
- North America 

2. Newlv developed countries 

- Bastera Europe 
- USSR 
- Japan, Australia, N. Zealand, 

S. Africa, Israël 

3. peveloplng countries 

- Afrioa 
- Asia 
- Latin America 

I. gftln» (Mainland) 

5. Vorld 

A 

1969 

31,6 
14.1 

45,7 

8,1 
16,6 

Ì1A 
36,3 

2,1 
8,0 

Jfcil 
16,2 

Jl£) 
100,0 

1960        1949 

33,0 
19.0 
52,0 

7,5 
14,7 

-2â5 
31,7 

1.9 
5,8 

-2*2 
13,2 

(3.1) 
100,0 

37,1 
32.4 

69,5 

6,1 
6,9 

Jul 
18,2 

1.6 
4,3 

-5*2 
11,6 

J2*2) 
100,0 

./. 
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The  rates  of production growth   for these  three 

proupc  of countries  for the  period  1949-1069 were  the 

following (Table '¿'5)   : 

Table 23   :   Production  and annual  rates  of 
growth - 1949 - I960 - 1969 

X 
I 

f.i 

iff 

I. Old Industrialized countries 

- Iistern Europe and lurkey 
- North Aaerica 

2. Neil y developed countries 

-USSR 
• Eastern Europe 
- Japan 
- Others   I) 

3. Developing countries 

- Africa 
-Asia 
• Latin Aurica 

4. China (lainland) 2) 

S. lorld 

Production (million tons) 

1969 

171 
76 

2*7 

90 
44 
51 
12 

197 

11 
43 
33 

17 

10 

Ml 

i%0 T 19*9 

I 
f    102 

I 1 
I     161 

I 
I 

*6 
23 
22 

I  1 
|      96 

6 
M 
17 

*3 
38 

81 

8 
7 
3 
3 

21 

-        I       - 
39 

<-) 

13 

(-) 

314 116 

|    .„ I       ». 

JL 

AnnoiI rate of 
qro»lh     (j) 

19U0-1 %9 !9*9-l*u'J 

I 

5,8 
3,0 

*,8 

7,7 

7,5 
9,8 
6,2 

6,0 

6,9 
10,3 
7,7 

7,9 
3,9 

6,* 

16 
11 
19,6 
8 

15,0 

10,5 
12,3 

9,3       .      10,7 

(-)      i       U) 

M I      9,7 

! - 

1949 - 1969 
1,0 

1) Astraila, In Zealand, Israel, Rep. of S. Africa 
2) Estlne+es 
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SECTION 2    - THE  MAJOR PRODUCING CO";iTHIKr:.  rTH'JCT'.H-1: 
OF  TIWIR CfiMHIIT iriDUrViiY 

1 - Major producine countries - Statistical  information 

Table 24   indicates   the 25 major cement producing 

countries in the world in 1969 and  in I960. 

Total production of the 25 major cement producing 

countries in 1969 amounted to 455 millions  tons, representing 

84# of the world production.   In I960,  it totalled 270 

millions tone,  representing Q6fo of the world production. 

H 
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Table  24   J   Major cement  produci nr; countrie: 
(Kifnjrea  in  thousand   tons) 

1969 1960 

1 USSR »9*000 1 USA 53'480 

2 USA 68M50 2 USSR 45'500 

3 Japan 50'780 3 W. Germany 25fB4^ 

4 W. Germany 34'420 4 Japan 22'425 

5 Italy 31'360 5 Italy 15'825 

6 France 27'880 6 Prance 14*175 

7 United Kgdom 17'470 7 United Kgdom 13'500 

8 Spain 16'015 5 China (Mainland) (i2»ooo; 

9 India 13'625 9 India 7'830 

10 Poland 11'590 10 Poland 6'600 

11 China (Mainland) (10'000] 11 Canada 5f340 

12 Brazil 7'825 12 Spain 5'145 

13 East Germany 7'800 13 Czechoslovakia 5'050 

14 Rumania 7'515 14 E. Germany 5'035 

15 Canada 7' 275 15 Belgium 4'600 

16 Czechoslovakia 7'040 16 Erazil 4'445 

17 Mexico 6'970 17 Mexico 3'090 

18 Belgium 6'270 18 Rumania V 055 

19 Turkey 5'795 19 Switzerland 3'040 

20 South Africa 5'114 20 Austria 2'830 

21 Greece 4'940 21 Sweden * 2'810 

22 South Korea 4'870 22 Australia 2 »795 

23 Austria 4'580 23 South Africa 2'700 

24 Switzerland 4'550 24 Argentina 2'615 

25 Argentina 4'350 25 Yugoslavia 2'390 

Sources t Cambureau - World Cement Market in Figures - 
1913-1966 
Statistical-Review-Survey 1969. 
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Moat   of  the major cedent  producing countries are 

developed  countries of Europe,   Amerio-i,  Ani a and  Africa. 

Some   chancee have  occured   in  the classification of 

there  major producers between  I960 and  1969. 

,      ! 

• 

Since   1962,  the USSR   it   the  largest world  producer 

of cement.  Accordine to recent   information,       this  country 

is still expanding it» capacity.   A  new manufacturing unit 

with an annual  capacity of 3'600*000 tons is projected for 

construction at Staryl Osky,   in  the area of Belgorod.  When 

completed, this unit will be  the  largest cement  plant  in the 

world.   During 1970,  a total of 8 million tons  of new capacity 

were due to be  installed.  The  trend towards larger manufac- 

turing plants is very noticeable  in the USSR where only 0,8^ 

of the total production is manufactured in cement plants 

which have an annual production capacity inferior to 200'000 

tons. 

The rate of growth of cement production in the USA 

has followed the rate of cement consumption, which was 

rather Blow. During the second part of the I960's the US 

cement industry was passing through a severe crisis. 

Better Belling prices in 1969/1970 have encouraged 
the modernization and automatization of existing facilities 
and the extension of the facilities to increase the production 
capacity. 

1) Cemento Hormigón - Revista Tecnica - Barcelona - 
Humero 440 - November 1970 - Panorama de la industria 
del cemento europea en el ano 1969 by P.P. Llovet. 
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•'About   3,6 million   tont; of new  capacity will  be   installed 

in  the  United  States  in 1970-71,   compared with  2,2 million 
tons  in  1969-70,   while nearly 2 million tons are expected 

to be withdrawn during these two years owing to plant 
» 1) closurer.   . 

Japan  is  now the third  cement producing country 

in the world.  With an estimated  annual production capacity 
of 69 million  tons   in 19692^  and with   an utilization rate 

of 73,7# during this year,  Japan is presently suffering 

from a  considerable  over capacity. 

Vest Germany which was the number 4 world producer 

in 1969,   is the largest European cement producer. At the end 

of 1969,   there were 95 cement plants equiped with 197 kilns 
operating in West Germany. The average plant production 

capacity 360'000 tons, and the average kiln production 

capacity 175,OO0 tons. As a matter of comparison,  in 1954, 

the West German cement industry totalled 361 kilns producing 
3) 16 million tone, with an average of 45'000 tons per kiln. 

Italy  is  the worlds fifth producer of cement. Average 

cement production in 1969 amounted to an average of 265*000 

tona for 118 plants.-    Important concentration,  integration 

and Bergere are presently taking place in the Italian cement 

industry. 

1) The Ceaent Industry - 1969 - OECD - Paris. 
2) OBDC report on Cement Industry in 1969 - op.  cit. Table 6. 

3) Information fro« "Panorama de la industria del oemento 
•uropea en el »ño 1969" by P.P. Uovet - Cemento - 
Hor»l«on - Io 438 - Sept. 1970. 

4) 8a*e source as for 3. 
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The production of thene five countries  represent 

50$ of the world  production. 

On a continental basis,  Europe is by far the  largest 

cement producer,  production beinf; distributed among the 
main economic groups as  indicated  in the following table 25• 
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lab)e 2b : [urooean production of cewnt 

(thousand of tons) 

1. [uropca" [conoaic Çon^nit/ 

I. Germny 
Belgtun-Luxcnbourg 
Hither lands 
France 
Italy 

Total E.E.C, countries 

2. European Tree Trad« Area 

Austria 
Dimark 
Finland 
Roriay 
Portugal 
Untied Kingdoa 
Ssedon 
Saltarla«! 

Total £FTA countries 

3. Othtr OECD »attor countries 

Spain 
iraoct 
Ireland 
Italand 
Tarka» 

4. Total European «CD countrlot 

8. Eaitom Europe 

Yugoslavia 
Albania 
Mearla 
bachos lova« I a 
East taraany 
Nwoary 
NI and 
Roíanla 

Total Eaitom Europa 
Total Conto (olthout USSR) 

Total Corata (otth USSR) 

T.JiiiUteJl 

Sources : WBt - Tkt Coaant Inthtatry UM - 

1%9 

36.422 
6.209 
3.296 

27.543 
31.347 

102.817 

4.383 
2.432 
1.759 
1.794 
2.035 

17.455 
4.072 

».425 

16.013 
4.832 
1.237 

93 
8.795 

J7J70 
119.212 

3.170 
(220) 

3.551 
7.044 

(7.M0) 
2.564 

11.5« 
7.ÌI4 

44.155 
213.367 
•.MO 

MS. 117 

MO.O00 

Coî>ôroaa^St7tltTlttTto^aa^Sir»o» Iiw7 'f:-1 
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în   ihr   major pro ine i r.r  er. nil ri en   of  Koff p-"'  arvi   in 

the  rest   of  the  w^rld,   cenemi   i vi eri t i ori 1   trend;- have  been 

observed   : 

'r 
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- Ine capacity and the productivity of the cement plants 

have increased considerably; 

- the oi y.e  of installations and equipments have been 

getting larger; 

- the number of cement companies has decreased; 

- cement manufacturers tend to control their market through 

the* integration of the physical distribution of cement 

and of concrete manufacturing; 

- old and obsolete cement plante are being scrapped, 

although they may still be in fair operating conditions. 

Some of the above points are emphasized in the 

1969 Report on the Cement Industry published by the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(p. 16 and 19) : 

"Output of cement in the 01CD area as a whole rose 
by 4t3^ whereas the xndustry's labour force was 
virtually stable (in 1969) compared with the 
previous year Kiln capacity reached about 
415'0OO tons annually in 1969 compared with 
540'OOC tons in 1968.... Except for Japan... 
... »ore capacity appears to have been taken out 
of production in 1969 than in the previ oua y aar. 
Aaong the European countries, the scrapping of 
(00'000 tons of capacity in Germany should bt noted, 
The capacity of plant closed in the United States 
exoeeded one million tons". 
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'*> - Type::  of   -?rp,c::t   producM   in  the Wert.^m Europe-.:,  count ri or. 

Several  tyre:-  of cement:- are  commonly manufactured 

in Rurope  but  not everywhere   in  the  same  proportion:-.. 

There  is a general   trend   (as  for  instance   in  North 

America)   towards hi/:h early  strength cements.   "Pure"  Portland 

cements are given more and  more preference over products 

containing additions such as slag or other pozr.olanic 

materials. 

Cement of this last  type is,  r.^verthelese,   still 

manufactured in lar^te quantities in some countries where 

these, slage and po::^olanic materials are plentiful. 

Table 26 shows the distribution of cement production 

by types in some European countries,  in 1967. 
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Table ?b   :  Types:  of  cement  producrd 
1967 -  in   "omo  European count ri er. 

1 In $ of  total  cement product or: 

Belgium 

Ordinary        Other   (l)       Cement   (?) 
Portland        Portland         with 
Cement            Cements           additive:: 

OtherB 
(3) 

53,0               28,0                19,0 

France  82,8               12,9 4,3 
Germany  70,1               28,0 1,9 
Netherlands 46,1                 1,5                 52,4 — 

Norway 88,0               10,0 2,0 
Switzerland 93,8                 6,2 ... 

United 
Kingdom  98,0                     2,0 

1) Lowheat, rapid hardening, high strength, sulfate 
restating Portland, white, etc. 

2) Mixtures of Portland clinker and slag, fly ash, 
poezolan, etc. 

3) Pure pozzolan, alurainious, etc. 

Source : Cembureau - Paris - Bulletin No 50 - 
The cement market in 1967. 
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CHAPTER       II 

CEMENT PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 

SECTION 1     -    GENERAL STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

In passing from 39 million tons to 87 million tons, 

cement production in the developing countries has more than 

doubled during the period 1960-1969. 

Table 27 indicates the breakdown of cement production 

by geographical areas in Africa, A8ia and Latin America as 
well as the rate of increase for each area between I960 and 
1969. Figures include cement produced both in cement plants 

and in clinker grinding stations. 

If the average annual rate of growth for the 

developing countries was 9t3* during the past decade, 
Table 21 shows the discrepancies which have occured among 

the continents and among each of the producing areas. 

SOM areas do not follow the world rate of growth 

of 6,31t par year » South Africa, last coast of South America. 
The «oat remarkable production increases have taken place 

in Asia. 

./. 
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Table 21  : Cement production in developing countries 

%'. 

(in  thousand tons) 

mm 
North Africa 
Bast Africa 
South Africa  (l) 
West and Central Africa 

Total Africa 

ASIA 

Middle East (2) 
South Vest Asia 
South Bast Asia 
Bast Asia (3) 

Total Aaia 

LATIK AMERICA 

Mexico 
Central America 
Weet Indies 
8. Am. Bast Coast 
8. Am. Vest Coast 

Total L. America 

Total Developing 
countries 

World 

1969 

6'190 
1'630 

680 
2'620 

11»120 

6*350 
16'960 
5'250 

•VHP 
43'150 

6'970 
920 

4' 660 
15»170 
5' 429 

33'140 

87'140 

540'000 

1960 

4'090 
800 
425 
700 

6'015 

3'070 
9*130 
1*510 
2*405 

16'115 

3'090 
390 

1*450 
8'975 
3*030 

16«935 

39'065 
insu 

314'000 

Annual  rate 
of growth 
1960-1969 

4,5* 
8t2fo 
5,3* 

7,0* 

8,4* 
7,1* 

15,0* 

10,3* 

8,5* 
10,0* 
13,5* 
6,0* 

JuSá 

9,5* 
xxcmm 

6,3* 

1) lisp, of South Africa not included 

2) Turkey mad Israël not Included 
3) China (Mainland) and Japan not included 

>2 
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SECTION 2 - REVIEW OF THE STATE OF THE C2MSÜT INP 
IN THE DEVELOP IT! CO":iTH 1 :•::.:. 

"1 
,. i* • 

i 

1 - Africa 

a) Nnrth Africa is on the  threshold of a boom in cement 

production.   Plant expansions and modernisations have recently 

taken place  in Marocco.   In Algeria,   cement production capacity 

is planned to pass from 950-000 tons  in 1970 to 3'750'000 

in 1974 (two new one - Million  tons capacity plants are under 

construction near Algiers and near Annaba).  Lybia,  long a 

non producing country,   is presently building its second 
cement plant, while in Tunisia several new projects are under 

serious considerations.  Partly  in order to supply the export 
market the already strong Egyptian industry is contemplating 

the addition of new capacity. 

b) ««at Africa which, for a long time, has been one of 

the largest cement importers in the world is now on its way 

to self sufficiency. 

By the end of 1969,  the only cement plants of this 

region were located in äSMfiftl. SififiHâ» *mWH tí **flW' 

Angola and the two BffliW"« of Cong0' Their P*0*10*1011 

Mounted to approximately l'500'OOO tons.  In addition, a 
•erie of clinker grinding stations, manufacturing cement 

with clinker imported from Europe, have been or are being 
installed in Si.rr» Leone (closed after a very short period 

of operation), ¡Un)», 17917 Çvftffï» Sfl*0-' JAM«. Sfcaaâ» 
Miseria. Qabon. Jb-mu* In 1971.  tii.se clinker grinding 
stations will manufacture around l'400'OOO tons of cement. 

In addition, studies with a vie« to exploiting the 

•caret and low quality liaoton. deposits of the area are 

presently under way. Small o.«.nt plant, have recently been 
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built in Mali and Cameroun. The construction of a 300*000 

t/year pj.a..t in Dahomey, is under serious consideration. 

The most important cement project of Western Africa is the 

Aveta plant (Togo) with a production capacity of one million 

tons per year, the clinker from this plant will be shipped 

to clinker grinding stations located on the Ivory Coast, in 

Togo, Upper Volta (when realized) and Ghana. 

Various expansion programs are under way in Nigeria 

and the Congo (Kinshasa). 

At the end of 1970, the countries still without cement 

piante or clinker grinding stations (operating or under 

construction), within their boundaries, are Guinea, Chad, 

Gambia, Mauretania, Upper Volta, Central African Republic, 

Bquatorial Guinea. The 1969 cement consumption of these 

countries amounted to approximately 160'000 tons (less than 

8 kilogs per capita). 

c) In Bast and South Africa, almost all countries with 

the exception of the Indian Ocean Islands (Comoro 

Islands, Seychelles, Mauritius, Reunion), the Republic of 

Somali and the French territories of Afars and Issars, are 

cement producer. The non producing countries accounted for 

a cement consumption of 300,000 tons in 1969. New clinker 

grinding stations are contemplated at I* Reunion and at 

Tm1rflv* (Malagasy Republic). 

2 - Aftlft 

a) In West Asia1) (also called "Middle Bast), the 

producing countries during the I960's have expanded their 

1) Israël and Turkey not included 
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production capacity at a fast rate. The three cement plants 

of Saudi Arabia are planned to double their present capacity. 

New expansions are expected in Syria (three plants of 

300'000 T capacity each), Iran (a 700'000 T capacity slag 

cement plant) and Iraq. 

A new cement plant of 100'000 T/capacity has just been 

completed in Qatar. In the Arabia Peninsula there are however 

large cement consuming areas which do not have a cement 

industry of their own (Yemen, South Yemen, Kuwait, Bahrain) 

and whose cement consumption amounted to approximately 

l'800'OOO tons in 1969. All the countries of the Arabic 

PeninBula. with the exception of Bahrain and South Yemen, 

have launched feasibility studies regarding cement plants 

or grinding clinker stations. 

b) The India group (South West Asia) is led by Indj£ 

which manufactured 13'600'000 tons of cement in 1969. 

"There are now (1969) a total of 44 cement plants in India, 

operated by 25 companies, with 6 under expansion and 9 more 

under construction".1^ At the end of the 4th Plan, India's 

capacity ie expected to reach lg'eOO'OOO tons (1974). It is 

interesting to note that the Indian government organized the 

Cement Corp. of India "to aurvey the entire country for 

limestone deposits and build whatever plants necessary to 

supplement production". On the other hand, the Indian 

Associated Cement Companies (ACC) has erected its own factory 

1) Information regarding India, in this paragraph, is from : 
"Osment in a developing country" by CF. Clausen - 
Rook Products - February 1969. 
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for the manufacture of cement plant equipment. The Indian 

Cement Industry is characterized by relatively small ci;:e 

kilns (new kilns are stpndardized at a capacity of 600 tons 

per day and by a high labour consumption (varying between 

4.4 and 20,12 man hours per ton, the average is 10.18 man 

hours per ton of finished cement). A new 500'000 t/year 

capacity cement plant has been put into operation in Ceylon. 

in 1970 thus making this country self sufficient. 

Pakistan's 4th Plan provides for the doubling of the 

1970 cement production capacity of 4 million tons. Eastern 

Pakistan cement production is largely deficient. 

c) In South East Asia, the only non producing countries 

are Laos and Brunei; their cement consumption is relatively 

email (120'000 T in 1969). 

Production of cement in the others countries of this 

region hrs strongly increased during the 1960-1969 period. 

Cambodia has installed a new cement plant; Thailand 

has multiplyed Its 1960 production six fold, Malaysia and 

Indonesia 3 fold. Production in the South East Asia is still 

not yet sufficient to meet the demand; expansions and new 

capacities are planned in most of these countries. 

d) East Asia1' has experienced a very large production 

increase between I960 and 1969 (••• Table 27). This resulted 

mainly from the oraation of a powerful cement industry in 

Morth and South Korea and in Jajwjn.. 

1) China (Mainland) and Japan not inoluded. 
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3 - Latin America 

a) Mexico and Central America 

Mexico, with a production of 7 million tone in 1969, 

is the second largest cement producer of Latin America 

(after Brazil).  Its industry is expanding at a regular pace. 

Each of the Email countries of Central America have 

their own cement industry,  consisting of one single cement 

plant.  Modernization and capacity expansion are under way. 

Total  production of capacity for Guatemala.  El Salvador. 
Nicaragua.  Costa Rica.  Honduras and Panama totalled 9?0'000 

tons .in 1969. Regional co-operation within the framework of 

the Central America Common Market could result in industry 

concentration and substancial savings for the consumers. 

b) Weat Indies 

Cement production in the West Indies is dominated by 

Puerto Rico and Grand Bahamas.  Puerto Rico may be considered 

as being part of the USA economic zone of influence. Sales 

of the large cement plant located in Preeport (Bahamas) are 

mainly oriented towards the East Coast of the USA. 

Cuba has doubled its production between I960 and 1969. 

The pominioan Republic is presently considering a large 
expansion of its capacity. 2§ui was still producing at only 

60* of its oapacity in 1969. 

In the French territories of Martinique and Guadeloupe, 

two 100'000 tons/year capacity clinker grinding stations are 

under conrtruction. The first one will allready be operating 

in 1971. 

**M m^i 
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c) South Ancrica 

Brazil is the largest producer of South America and the 

twelfth  world producer (see Table 24). Production capacity 

waß estimated to be 8'500'000 T in 1969 and should reach 15 

million tons by 1975.  31 cement plants are operating in 

Brazil, 9 of them having been built during the decade 

1960-1970.2) 

Argentina has 15 cement plants, whose, capacity amounts 

to approximately 5 million tons. This capacity is not 

sufficient to meet the demand. Expansion of existing installa- 

tion and the construction of a new plant will bring 

Argentina'8 capacity to 7'500'000 tons by 1971. 

Venezuela is also expanding and modernizing its 

capacity. Since 1968, four new plants have either been 

completed or are under construction in Venezuela. The new Per- 

tigalete plant (3'000 t/day) will be fully automated. 

The single small plant of Paraguay (34'000 t in 1969) 

is due to be expanded in the near future. In Uruguay. 

production has been stagnant for the past ten years. 

1) Cemento - Hormigón - Barcelona - February 1970 - p. 154. 
"Panorama de la industria del cemento americana en el 
ano 1968H by P.P. Llovet - Dr. Ing. 

2) Industrias et Travaux d'Outre Mer - Rov. 1970 - Brésil - 
Les perspectives de l'Industrie du ciment. 
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AB a whole,  production increase  on the Atlantic ocean 

Bide of the South Ame ri cai continent has been relatively modeut 
during  the  la^t  decade  and  has not  followed  the general world 

trend     (see  Table 27).   In  order to meet  the growing cement 
needn of the area, since  1967 imports  of cement have been 

necessary. 

On the Pacific Ocean Bide, Colombia is the  largest 

cement producer with 14  cement plants and  one clinker grinding 

station.  Colombia is also the largest  cement exporter of 

South America. 

Cement production  in féru has doubled between I960 and 

1965 und seems to be stabilizing at the 1965 figure  (one 
million tons).  However a new 600'COO to l'OOO'OOO tons 
capacity plant is presently in the final construction stage. 

Bounder has doubled its production from I960 to 19695 

expansion . f one of the plants is under study. Bolivia is 
also expanding its capacity in order to meet the increasing 

demand. 

Chile,  on the other hand, seems to suffer from over 

capacity. Its 1968 production equalled the 1964 rate. 

Improvements have however been noticeable in 1969 (+ 15*). 
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CHAPTER       III 

CERENT CONSUMPTION IN THE WORLD 

SECTION 1    -    GENERAL TRENDS 

1 - Cement consumption per capita 

Cement consumption per capita ie generally increasing 

in the world,  but varies widely from one country to another. 

Table 28 :  Cement consumption per capita (in kilogrammes) 

World 

Africa 
North America 

latin America 

Alia 
Watt Europa 

Bait Europe 
USSR 

1£S 

40 

18 

133 
32 

9 
127 
46 

33 

1949 

50 

27 

231 
54 
8 

131 
76 

42 

104 
40 

299 

85 

33 
289 
230 

211 

im 
152 

49 
342 

(125) 
56 

487 

(375) 
364 

1) 

1) 

Source t Oealureau : World cement market in figures 
1913-1956 - Statistical Review 1969. 

1) Estimates 

The reatóos for theee variation« have b*«n given 

•arlier in this report. 
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In 3 969, We3t Europe was leading the cement 

consumption per capita,  the highest figuren being reached 

by Switzerland   (726  kg),   Italy  (591),  Austri«   (587), 

Germany  (563)   and France  (535),   the lowest by Turkey   (176) 

and Portugal  (209). 

In East Europe,   the largest cement consumer is 

Czechoslovak i a  (515  kg in 1969),   followed by East Germany 

(432);  the smallest   is Albania  (129). 

Compared with the other world areas, North America 

after having lead world cement consumption for years is now 

proceeding at a slow pace. 

In the vast land locked areas of Africa,  cement 
1) consumption is only 10 kge per capita;  India, with a density 

of 160 inhabitants per km2,  consumed only 25 kg per inhabitant 

in 1969. Japan, on the other hand,  is the largest Asiatic 

oeaent consumer with 477 kg per inhabitant in 1969. 

Extreme variations in consumption figures are found 

in the Latin America countries, from Puerto Rico with 592 kg 

to Paraguay with 15 kg and Haiti with 13 kg. Cuba and 

Argentina are medium cement consumers (186 and 194 kg). 

Braiil has not yet reached the 100 kg mark (91 kg in 1969). 

Cement consumption in the developing countries, 

although increasing rapidly, is still very low, which points 

toward the enormous potential demand which exists for this 

oosmodity. 

1) Sottro« Uhi tod fat ions statistics. 
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SECTION 2    -    FUTURE WORLD CEMHNT CONSUMPTION - 
IT? çonsKï.nncEs 

If the world cement demand, during 1970-19'iO, continu- 

es to grow at the same rate as during 1960-1969, i.e. at 6,3% 

per year, it will reach around one billion tons in 1980, 

corresponding to a cement consumption of 250 kg per capita 

(which is still modest). 

World production capacity being estimated to be 

about 600 million tons in 1969, 400 million tons of additional 

capacity will be necessary to meet the 1980 demand. \ 
| 
i 

Almost traditionally the cement industry has never 

•ade «a clear distinction between real and announced production 

capacity. Very often the capacity of old plants, after being 

kept off stream for many years and hardly in operating 

condition, are still figuring in the production capacity 

announcement of many companies. As a consequence it is quite 

possible that world cement capacity production accumulated 

on an announced capacity basis would largely exceed the 

above figure. 

The above very rough estimate emphasizes the 

Magnitude of the problems prospective and present cement 

manufacture re will have to face in the years to cone. 

An annual average of '0 million tons/year of ne« 

capacity «ill have to be adde.< and about 10 million t/year 

of old and obsolete oapaoity f2% of world oapaoity) vili 

nave to be eorapped and replaoed. 
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Capital expendi ture? necesnary   to inctall 50 million 

tons/year  capacity amounts;   to approximately two and  half 

billion dollars  (at $ 50,—  per ton of annual  installed 

capacity). 

Most of this capacity 1B to be  installed in 

developing countries which will have to  exploit all possible 

eourcen,   to finance their growing cement   industry. 

On the other end,   manufacturers of cement plant 

machinery and equipment will have to expand their production 

facilities.  In 1969 and 1970, all the major suppliers were 
already overloaded with orders. As a consequence delivery 

times, for  cement plant equipment have been increasing 
considerably. At the same time, prices were rising continuous- 

ly. This sellers' market could possibly encourage the 
expansion of production machinery factories in the developed 

oountries and the creation of new equipment industries in 

the developing countries as has recently been the case in 

India. 

Should such expansion not be realized, the growth 

of the world cement consumption, stimulated by the ever 

increasing demand would be seriously impaired. 

In 1950 it was possible to put a ÇOO'OOO tons/year 

capacity cement plant t>n stream"within 16 months fro« the 

date the decision for its construction had been taken. 

In 1969/1970 construction   ti«* for a similar plant 

has almost doubled. 
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With the continuous  increase in demand for cement 

manufacturing equipment and  machinery  the qualified  suppliers 

have a  tendency of petting  rather selective abc:t the  orders 

they like to accept. 

It can aleo be noted that in comparison to cement 

prices,  equipment,  machinery and general  construction costs 

have increased considerably. 

Investment costshave grown to a point where  the 

financing and depreciation part of the  production cost price 

has    become a very heavy burden. 
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CHAPTER       IV 

INTERNATIONAL CEMENT TRADE 

SECTION 1    - 

t  % 

%&. 
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GENERAL TP-ENDE  - THE SHARE OF THE  DEVELOPED 
AND OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES   III  WORLD 
CEMENT- TRADE • 

The volume of  international trade in cement representa 

a small share of the world cement production  (see Table 29).      i 
! 
I 

Table 29 : World cement production and Trade 1938-1950 and 
I960 to 1969 (thousand tons) 

Years 

1938 
1950 

I960 

1961 
1962 

1963 
1964 

1965 
1966 

1967 
1968 

1969 

World production 

86'70O 

133'000 

314'200 

330'OCO 

355*000 

374'000 

411'OCO 

430'500 

457'500 

482'000 

513'320 
540'000 

World Trade 

5'700 

8'100 

11'200 

12'000 

12'400 

13'600 

15'700 

19'100 

18'700 

20«350 

20'300 

22'450 

6,57 

6,09 
3,37 

3,63 
3,49 

3,63 
3,82 

4,44 

4,09 
4,22 

3,95 
4,16 

Bouroe t Cembureau t World Cement Market In Figuras 
Statistical Review 

. 

A large part of the world trad« it udì of exchanges 

among the Buropean countries themselves (URSS inoluded) and 

batween Buropa or Canada and the USA. 
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The developed  countries of Europe and North America 
have  imported   increasing  tonnages of  cement  from other 

developed  countries in  the  name areas,   in I960 and 1969,  as 
shown hereafter     : 

^3 

i 

<*!,. 

- Western Europe 
- Rastern Europe 
- USSR 

- USA and Canada 

Percentage of world trade 

1960 

2,81O,0O0 T 
95'000 T 

20'000 T 
675'CXX) T 

3'6oo,ooo T 

32* 

1969 

4'140'000  T 

2'910'000 T 

380«000 T 

1'620'000 T 

9'050'000  T 

40!« 

The total cement exporti of the above countries 
aaounted to 7 Billion tona in I960 and 13'220'000 tons in 

1969» it resulted that their net export trade towards the 

developirg countries was JMOO'COO tons in I960 and 4'170'000 

tons in 1960, thus increasing only by 20* during the last 
decade. 

Japan which is the second largest cement producer 
and exporter in the world also increased its exports to the 

developing countries by only 20* froa I960 to 1969. 

The «oat striking feature of the international cement 
trade during the post tan years, ia the predominant position 

taken in this trade by the developing countries. 

1) Approximates figures only; oooasional laporta froa 
countries belonging to other area« may be included. 
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The situation  is summarized in Table  30 which shows 

the  sources of supply  of imported  cement  in the  developing 

countries. 

Table 30 :  International cement Trade  (rounded figures) 

Europe and USSR 

Japan 
Developing countries 

Total 

Importing developing countries 

1969 I960 

4,170,0OO T 

Î'OÇÇ'OOO T 

7»175«000 T 

1V400'000 T 
ESS 8C.ZBSSS3 

3»400'0OO T 

l»600'OOO T 

2*500'OOO T 

7,500,OOO T 

Source : from Cembureau etatletica. 

8BCTI0K 2    -    THE CHANGE TO CLINKER AND BULK CEMENT IN 
ÜTERNATIONAL TRADE 

The international cement trade is following an 

identical trend to that of domestic trade with respect to the 

progressive substitution of clinker and of cement in bulk 

form to the traditional paper bags package. 

Clinker exports from members of the OECD     to non- 

member countries (mostly African countries) amounted to 

260'COO tons in I960 and to 945'OCO tons in 1969. Japan is 

•hipping clinker and bulk cement all over Asia  (330' 000 T of 

1) Source : Organisation for Boononio Co-operation and 
Development - Paris - Reports on the cement 
Industry - I960 - 1969. 
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clinker in 1968). A Kenyan cement company is shipping bulk 

cement to Mauritius Island and clinker to La Reunion. 

Venezuela is shipping bulk cement in the Caribbean area. 

With the installation of new clinker grinding 

stations in West Africa, Martinique and Guadeloupe, New 

Caledonia, etc. this trend is due to continue. 

No general statistics are presently available 

regarding the volume of cement which is handled in the 

form of bulk cement or clinker. However, enough information 

is at hand to state that this trend is due to continue as 

new clinker grinding stations are being installed in West 

Africa, Martinique and Guadeloupe, New Caledonia, Middle 

Bast, etc. 

SECTION 3 - THE EXPORTING COUNTRIES 

Table 31 indicates the 25 major exporting countries 

in 1969 and 1960. These 25 countries accounted for 89# of 

the total world trade in I960 and 84* in 1969. 

In Table 31, the exporting countries are listed 

according to the volume of their export business. One can 

however notice three distinct categories of exporting 

countries : 

1) the countries with large production capacity which export 

a small share of their production only as USSR, Japan, 

Trance, Germany (W. and B.), United Kingdom, Poland. 

1) Bee Industrie et Travaux d'Outre Her - Paris,Oct. 1970. 

• 
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Table 31 : Major cement exporting countrici 

.••V 

î 

(thousand  tone) 

1969 * of 

1. USSR 2'700 

2. Japan 2'054 

3. W.  Germany 1'649 

4. Rumania 1'500 

5. Belgium 1'400 

6. Norway 1*089 

7. France 1'006 

8. Egypt 885 

9. Bahamas 680 

10. Greece 618 

11. Canada 575 

12. Taiwan 553 

13. Iraq 550 

14. B. Germany 420 

15. Pakistan 400 

16. Kenya 379 

17. United Kingdom    357 

18. H. Korea 350 

19. Lebanon 318 

20. S. Korea 291 

21. Malaysia 275 

22. Colombia 260 

23. Hungary 250 

24. Poland 225 

25. Venezuela 200 

Total (rounded) 19'000 

Total world 22'450 

3,05« 

4t0# 

4,7* 

20,0$ 

21,0* 
44,0^ 

3,6?« 

24,5* 

98,0* 

12,596 

7,9* 

13,8* 

35,5* 

5.3* 

14,8* 

59,3* 

2,0* 

12,5* 

25,4* 

5,9* 

28,0* 

10,4* 

10,0* 

2,0* 
8,0* 

I960 

Total ( rounded )10» 000 
•asmi 

¡Total World       11'200 

* of 

1. Japan 1'617 7,2* 

2. France 1'351 9,67? 

3. Belgium 1'324 28,77$ 

4. Un.   Kgdom 1'107 8,1* 

5. W.   Germany 953 3,7* 
6. Egypt 353 17,375 

7. Poland 273 4,1* 

8. USSR 250 0,5* 

9. Sweden 244 8,7* 
10. Tunisia 231 57,7* 

11. Ireland 229 40,2* 

12. Yugoslavia 227 10,5* 

13. Denmark 223 15,5* 

14. Israel 213 26,6* 

15. Colombia 188 13,6* 

16. Canada 164 3,0* 

17. Kenya 158 55,3* 
18. Italy 157 1,0* 

19. Lebanon 125 14,7* 

20. India 116 1,5* 
21. Rumania 100 3,0* 

22. Portugal 96 8,0* 

23. Iraq 95 13,7* 

24. Greece 79 4,8* 

25. Switzerland 73 2,5* 

ISource : Ctmbureau t Vorld Cement market in figures 1913-1966 
Statistical Review 1969 
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Most of these countries (with the exception of 

W. Germany) were exporting a larger share of their product- 

ion in I960 than in 1969. This means that their own 

consumption increased at a faster rate than their capacity 

of production and also that the revenue from their export 

sales was not considered high enough   to encourage them 

to install new capacities intended to supply the export 

market. 

Developing countries may find in these facts 

additional reasons for installing their own cement industry. 

2) The countries which export a very significant share of 

their production as Bahamas, Norway, Kenya, Iraq, Lebanon, 

Malaysia, Egypt, Belgium, Rumania, Pakistan, N. Korea, 

Greece. 

In the case of the Bahamas, the cement plant was only 

built with export business in view (East Coast of the USA 

and West Indies). 

The location of the Norvégien cement plant, right 

on the water, the availability of very favorable freight 

rates and of epeoial bulk (cement and clinker) carriers, 

•ade Norway one of the largest world exporters. The 

Norvegian cement people have acquired a large captive 

market in Ghana in participating into the state company 

owning the local clinker grinding stations. Furthermore, 

they have built large cement silos in the New-York harbour 

from which they service all the New-York area with 

imported cement. 

The case of Kenya is somewhat similar to the one of 

Norway; the cement plant is oriented towards export 

! 
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busineas and supplies a vast area.in the Indian Ocean 

region, through privately owned vessels and receiving 

installations. 

Iraq and Lebanon have  a long tradition as cement 

exportera;   the increased capacity of production they put 

in place during the last ten years was mostly intended 

to the  export market.  Lebanon has recently found very a 

large market in Algeria in addition to the W.  Africa 

market.   The largest Iraq customers are Kuwait and  the 

Emirates of the Arabic Peninsula. 

For many years,  Belgium was the largest cement 

exporting country in the world  (l'900'OOO tons in 1929). 

Its largest customer was the Netherlands which,  for a long 

time, had no cement industry of their own. Netherlands 
getting progressively equipped,  Belgium has a serious 

surplus capacity.  Belgium is exporting cement all over the 

world. 

Rumania ie the largest cement exporter of Eastern 

Europe  (USSR not included)  where it finds its main 

customers  (especially Yugoslavia). Rumania is also shipping 

cement to Turkey and to North and West Africa. 

nie Greek cement industry has considerably developed 

its capacity during the past years with a view to 
increasing its export business thanks the excellent 

geographical location of some of its plants. 

Egypt and Taiwan, each ii its own sphere of influence, 

are much export-oriented; cement exports is for them a 

very valuable source of foreign exchange. 

.A 
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3) The countries which are both cement exporters and 

importers. Some of the East European countries are in this 

category (Hungary, Bulgaria, Poland, USSR) as well as 

Pakistan and West Germany (because of W. Berlin). 

SECTION 4 - THE IMPORTING COUNTRIES 

Table 32 indicates the 25 major cement importing 

countries. In 1969 and I960, they accounted approximately 

for 75# of the world cement trade. 

A non négligeable share of this trade is made by 

other countries importing lees than 200'000 tons in 1969. 

It can be expected that the developed countries of 

Europe (W. and E.) and North America which are importing 

large quantities of cement are only occasional importers and 

that they are taking (or will take) steps to remedy this 

temporary situation. This has been the case for Spain whose 

cement imports amounted to two and half million tone in 1965. 

By 1969, Spain reduced its cement imports to 400'000 tons, 

following a large increase of its own production capacity. 

In 1971, Spain will likely be a cement exporting country. 

The largest and the most prosperous of the 

developing countries, such as Brazil, Argentina, Indonesia, 

Ghana, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Algeria, fall somewhat in the 

same category. These countries have access to financial and 

technological resources enabling them to become self- 

sufficient within a rot too long period of time. 

./. 
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Table 32  :  Major cement   importine countries 

1969 

(thousand  tonn) 

1. Netherlands 2'182 

2. USA 1'550 

3. Kuwait 1'500 

4. Pakistan 1M00 

5. Yugoslavia 1*075 

6. S. Vietnam l'OOO 

7. lybia 750 

8. Brazil 607 

9. Singapore 610 

10. Saudi Arabia 560 

11. Hungary 550 

12. V. Germany 532 

13. Czechoslovakia 536 

14. Italy 475 

15. Hong Kong 417 

16. Spain 406 

17. Indonesia 417 

18. Ghana 400 

19. USSR 380 

20. Ivory Coast 356 

21. Argentina 332 

22. Poland 320 

23. Algeria 300 

24. Turkey 269 

25. Ryukyu        215 
Total (rounded) lî'OCO 

•nan 

Total world 22'450 

1960 

1. Netherlands       1'602 

2. Caud. Arab.& Kuwait  850 

3* "SA 639 

637 

528 

466 

466 

460 

435 

414 

225 
216 

201 

200 

161 

150 

140 

136 

129 

100 

96 

90 

86 

86 

 6S 
8'500 

4. Nigeria 

5. Algeria 

6. Ghana 

7. United Kingdom 

8. W.  Germany 

9. Indochina 

10. Hong Kong 

11. Korea 

12. Ryukyu 

13« Malaysia 

14. Pakistan 

15. Ceylon 

16. Ivory Coast 

17. Lybia 

18. Tanzania 

19. Br. V. Indies 

20. Burma 

21. Mauritius 

22. Czechoslovakia 

23. Malagasy 

24. Fr. V. Indies 

25. Porto Rioo 

Total (rounded) 

Total world 11'200 

Source : Cembureau t Vorld cement market In figures 1913-1956 
Statistical Review 1969 
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As an example,  the cement industry  of Mexico, 

Colombia,  Venezuela,  India are now in a position to satisfy 
the present   ce-nent requirements of their respective countries. 

The developing countries not belonging to the ones 

listed  in Tabic 33 and importing less than 20ü*uüO tons of 

cement  in 1969 are countries which complement  their own 

production with imported cement or countries with no 

production at all. 

Table 33  : Cement imports in Developing Countries 
importing less than 200'OOO tons in 1969 

Geographical 
distribution 

Africa 
Latin America 

Asia 

Oceania 

Total 

Producing 
countries 

625'000 T 
SOO'OOO T 

675'000 T 

• • • 

l'SOO'OOO T 

Non producing 
countries 

770'000 T 

620'000 T 

380'000 T 

230'000 T 

2'000,000 T 

Source  : Cembureau t Statistical Review 1969 

SECTION  5    -    FUTURE TRENDS OF THE INTERNATI ONAL CEMENT TRADB 

International cement trade is closely related to 

the levels of production and consumption as well as to the cost 

and availability of transportation. 

In tiie developing countries, import of oement is 

also conditioned by the availability of foreign exchange. 
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It  iß likely that  : 

new production capacity in  the developed countries, during 

the period 1970-1980,  will  be installed to meet 
the cement requirements of the home markets or  those of the 

economic  blccs  to which they belong, with nnt  ton much 
concern  for the requirements of the developing  countries; 

the developing countries will increase their own production 

In order to benefit by the  economies of scale,   many 
countries will install larger capacities than actually 

required,   thus creating a surplus available to  other 
countries and  encouraging inter-regional co-operation; 

the* share of the developing countries in the  international 

cement trade will continue to grow. 
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CONCLUS  I  ON 

i    I 

Despite the development of a £reat number of new 
building materials,   cement will,  for a  long time  to come, 

maintain its position as  the foremost basic product for the 
construction Industry. 

Cement is  especially well adapted  to  the local 
conditions which are found in the developing  countries as it 

is easy to use and may be manufactured  in moat parts of 
the world. 

«, ...i 

The creation of their own cement industry has, 
therefore, become one of the main preoccupation of the 
developing countries and appears in almoat all their 
industrialization programs. 

However these countries are faced with the techno- 
logical trends which characterize the modern  cement industry 

and which are dominated by the extreme size  of the equipment, 
by more sophisticated raw materials processes and by automa- 
tion.   It ie anticipated that these trends will not be stopped 
by continental or ideological boundaries. 

Less industrialized countries usually reject the 
Idea of living through the various stages of technical 
evolution as they are free of many of the restrictive 

considerations and traditions which hinder the aooeptance of 
progressive designs and methods. 

The present report shows the benefits that result 
from the installation of large and soderà manufacturing 

./. 
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units refard ine   the   investment cost per one ton of installed 

capacity,   the manufacturing cost and the reduction of  the 
number of highly  skilled personnel. 

Although  raising funds to finance large  size 

projects    may be  a serious problem,  developing countries 

with large cement markets should be encouraged  to follow 

the most recent  technological trends. 

Starting this way,   some more industrialized 
developing countries have already made important progresses 

in the field of cement manufacturing and,  in some cases, 
have become cement exporters. 

The smaller developing countries or the ones with 
relatively moderate  cement requirements are in a somewhat 

different situation.   They are now importing cement whose 

price is inflated by high transportation and re-handling 

cost and which is  to be paid  in foreign exchange. 

The cost  of manufacturing cement in a small unit is 
rather high, due to the various factors which have been 

reviewed in this report. On the other hand, the manufacturing 

equipment industry is not sufficiently equiped,  and very 

reluctant, to satisfy the requirements of developing countries 

for small cement plants of less than 100*000 tons per year 
capacity. 

Up to now,  there has been no systematic approaoh 

by private or public national or international organizations 
towards solving the problem of the high cost of the small 

oement plants unite when no other solution (as large inter- 
regional oeaent plants) are feasible. 
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Some of the developing countries are now building 

clinker grinding stations.  They grind  cement  clinker with 

gypsum coming usually from foreign source or,   in some cases, 

from cement plants located within their own boundaries. 

Economies of transportation and of handling lower 

the cost burden uuiuewhal and, at  the same time,  the  first 

step is made towards the creation of a new cement industry. 

Cement world consumption has been increasing, 

during the last decade, at a rate of 6,3# per annum.   If this 
trend  continues,   cement consumption will double from 1969 

to 1980.  In order to meet this prospective demand,   the 

world production capacity will practically have to be 

doubled by the end of the present decade. 

Recent experience is showing that the manufacturers 

of cement plant equipment in the developed countries are 

somewhat at a loss to follow the demand for equipment. 

S one years ago, it took 14 to 16 months to build a medium 

eise plants in a developed country and approximately 24 to 
30 months in a developing country. 

In 1971» construction time has considerably 

lengthened and has sometimes doubled, this being mainly due 

to much larger delivery time for equipment    and machinery. 

This situation may have a aerioue impact upon the 
programs of some developing oountries regarding the expansion 

or the installation of oement plants. There is no doubt that 

efforts should be made in order to promet« the creation of 

ma equipment industry in the developing oountries. 
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Before starting  the construction of a cement plant, 

which   involves very large  investments,   developing countries 

have   to make  certain that  they will build the right  type  of 
plant  of the right  size,   operated by well trained personnel, 

at the best  location to service  the market, using the most 

suitable raw materials. 

Oversized  or too small plants may prove to be very 

costly propositions. A market survey should precede any 

cement plant realization.   Developing countries should also 

get all the necessary experienced technical assistance they 

can from sources independent from equipment suppliers before 

deciding upon the type of equipment and process to be 
employed. 

In conclusion,  the following recommendations for 

action may be suggested in order to promote the creation and 

the progress of the cement industry in the developing 

countries t 

1) To survey the cement markets on a national ¿nd, inter- 

regional basis. 

2) To make a systematic survey of the raw materials ressources 
of the developing countries. 

3) To accertain that cement is or will be properly used and 
to launch a well planned promotion regarding the use of 

omaent and the training of the prospective uiers. 

4) To contemplate temporary employment by UNIDO of highly qual- 
ified marketing people, engineers mnd operators coming frost 
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cement manufacturers or speziai i zed  connulting firms, 

who would  be put at the disposal  of the developing 
countries. 

5) To promote  periodic marketing and technical seminars 

concerning the cement industry,   especially reserved to 
the interested developing countries. 

6) To organize the training of personnel from developing 

countries  in UMBO selected cement plants (as it was the 
case with the Colombo Plan). 

7) To utilize  only highly qualified and up to date informed 
experts for technical assistance. 

8) To promote  the creation of cement manufacturing equipment 

industries in some of the more  industrialized developing 
countries  (as it is the case in India). 

9) To promote the study and the development of a standardized 

series of small capacity cement plants suited to developing 
countries with small cement consumption. 

10) To investigate and encourage the creation of medium or 

large sis« cement plants on a multinational or inter- 
regional basis. 

11) To examine the profitability of installing clinker grinding 
stations which might be supplied from multinational or 

inter-regional cement plants or from other sources. 

12) To put sufficient funds at the disposal of the specialized 
Division of UNIDO oovering in particular the oement 

industry In order to sake the above program possible. 
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